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Abstract

This dissertation is comprised of three papers which examine important topics in

energy and environmental economics. The first chapter (“Estimating Congestion

Benefits of Batteries for Unobserved Networks: A Machine Learning Approach”)

examines the price effect of grid-scale energy storage. Policy-makers have often

identified energy storage as a “solution” to the intermittency cost of renewables, but

no previous empirical work exists to establish the magnitude of that effect, largely

because the price effect of energy storage is not constant across a grid and data on

grid structures are not publicly available. This paper estimates the cross-network

effects of storage and uncovers the network structure relevant to calculating the total

reduction in the cost of serving load.

The second chapter (“Heterogeneous Environmental and Grid Benefits from Rooftop

Solar and the Costs of Inefficient Siting Decisions” with Steven Sexton, Robert Har-

ris, and Nicholas Muller) calculates the total reduction in pollution externalities

associated with a solar panel across each US zip code. Noting that the marginal

plant displaced by a solar panel’s generation will depend on the location and time of

generation, this paper establishes the chain from panel generation to plant displaced

to reduction in emissions to reduction in externalities. Results indicate that subsi-

dies and incentives offered by many states do not coincide with the areas where solar

panels generate the largest reduction in externalities.

The final chapter (“Averting expenditures and desirable goods: Consumer de-
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mand for bottled water in the presence of fracking” with T. Robert Fetter) estimates

household willingness to pay to avoid consuming tap water when hydraulic fractur-

ing is present in the area. The paper focuses on accounting for the joint production

of utility inherent in bottled water. Furthermore, it introduces a novel estimation

routine which accounts for household heterogeneity in a parsimonious manner, and

provides evidence of its effectiveness. The empirical results of the paper show that

accounting for the utility that households have for bottled water independent of

fracking results in a lower bound of willingness to pay to avoid one of the primary

sources of fracking impacts.

Each of these papers has important implications for energy and environmental

policy in the United States and beyond. Valuing the change in overall social welfare

from a new technology (e.g. fracking, energy storage, solar) provides a vital under-

standing that speaks to the economic efficiency of our energy systems, and helps

to provide data and intuition for policymakers who seek to maximize total social

welfare. In the first paper, valuing the disamenity of fracking helps policymakers

understand the optimal regulation of fracking activity. In the second, estimates of

energy storage’s reduction in the cost of serving load help to guide debate of future

policy. And finally, a better understanding of the siting of solar helps to guide future

investments in clean energy technology.
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Introduction

This dissertation is comprised of three papers which examine important topics in

energy and environmental economics. The first chapter (“Estimating Congestion

Benefits of Batteries for Unobserved Networks: A Machine Learning Approach”)

examines the price effect of grid-scale energy storage. Policy-makers have often

identified energy storage as a “solution” to the intermittency cost of renewables, but

no previous empirical work exists to establish the magnitude of that effect, largely

because the price effect of energy storage is not constant across a grid and data on

grid structures are not publicly available. This paper estimates the cross-network

effects of storage and uncovers the network structure relevant to calculating the total

reduction in the cost of serving load.

The second chapter (“Heterogeneous Environmental and Grid Benefits from Rooftop

Solar and the Costs of Inefficient Siting Decisions” with Steven Sexton, Robert Har-

ris, and Nicholas Muller) calculates the total reduction in pollution externalities

associated with a solar panel across each US zip code. Noting that the marginal
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plant displaced by a solar panel’s generation will depend on the location and time of

generation, this paper establishes the chain from panel generation to plant displaced

to reduction in emissions to reduction in externalities. Results indicate that subsi-

dies and incentives offered by many states do not coincide with the areas where solar

panels generate the largest reduction in externalities.

The final chapter (“Averting expenditures and desirable goods: Consumer de-

mand for bottled water in the presence of fracking” with T. Robert Fetter) estimates

household willingness to pay to avoid consuming tap water when hydraulic fractur-

ing is present in the area. The paper focuses on accounting for the joint production

of utility inherent in bottled water. Furthermore, it introduces a novel estimation

routine which accounts for household heterogeneity in a parsimonious manner, and

provides evidence of its effectiveness. The empirical results of the paper show that

accounting for the utility that households have for bottled water independent of

fracking results in a lower bound of willingness to pay to avoid one of the primary

sources of fracking impacts.
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Estimating Congestion Benefits of Batteries for

Unobserved Networks: A Machine Learning

Approach

Note: This work was funded by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Pre-doctoral Fellow-

ship on Energy Economics, awarded through the NBER.
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1.1 Introduction

Since the time of Edison, the absence of economical electricity storage has raised the

cost of reliable electricity supply. Compelled to have supply equal demand at all mo-

ments in time, utilities must invest in seldom-used generation capacity characterized

by low capital costs and high marginal costs. These “peaker” plants are called up

to meet diurnal and seasonal peak demand, some for just a few hours on a few days

each year.

The inability to store electricity is becoming more problematic amid substantial

investments in intermittent renewable generation capacity that are partly a response

to federal and state policies intended to achieve environmental and energy security

objectives. By 2017, there were more than 1.2 million household solar installations

across the US, 30.3 GW of utility-scale solar, and 80.5 GW of wind (U.S. Department

of Energy, 2017). This renewable capacity cannot be dispatched by generators or

grid operators. It is, instead, governed by sunlight or wind, which vary systemati-

cally within days and across seasons and idiosyncratically across days due to weather.

This intermittency imposes an additional burden upon the grid operator who must

ensure dispatchable generation meets demand net of renewable supply. Moreover, as

renewable penetration grows, it can be expected to crowd out dispatchable baseload

capacity like coal and gas plants because its marginal costs of generation are essen-
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tially nil. Conventional power plants, therefore, increasingly sit idle during much of

the day and undertake costly processes to ramp up generation to match fluctuations

in renewable supply. The cost of conventional dispatch and, hence, the value of

electricity storage are growing with renewable capacity.

Energy storage is expected to facilitate integration of intermittent renewable gen-

eration by shifting supply from periods of abundant renewable generation to periods

when it is scarce and dispatchable generation must be called up to meet the difference

in load and renewables supply. Storage lowers peak prices by reducing the quantity of

dispatchable generation demanded during peak periods. Because most electric grids

are characterized by convex supply curves, the price reductions achieved by battery

discharge at peak demand exceed the price increases induced by the recharging of

storage capacity during off-peak periods. Such marginal price changes affect prices

paid for every unit of generation because wholesale markets are commonly settled by

uniform price auctions. Batteries also lower costs associated with grid congestion.

Congestion induces sub-optimal production because electricity trades across areas

are constrained by transmission capacity. Reductions in costs of serving electricity

demand, or load, are savings to load-serving entities (LSEs) that constitute transfers

from non-marginal generators (Walawalkar et al., 2008). In states with cost-of-service

regulation, such cost savings are expected to be passed on to ratepayers. These grid

5



benefits are not appropriated by private storage operators, whose returns from ar-

bitraging high and low prices are expected to decline in storage capacity. It can

be shown that prices with storage converge to a price strictly lower than the mean

wholesale price without storage.

Though battery storage capacity is expected to grow 1.6GW per year by 2020, re-

flecting $2.5B in annual investment (GTM Research, 2017), the impacts of batteries

on prices and costs of serving electricity load have not heretofore been empirically es-

timated in a manner robust to grid congestion, market power, and alternative battery

operator objectives. This paper, therefore, examines the effect of storage-induced

congestion relief on wholesale electricity prices in California, the largest market for

battery storage in the world with 372 MW of installed capacity. Specifically, I develop

an empirical model of electricity prices that accounts for intermittent generation and

congestion. The model is used to estimate price changes using variation in when and

where on the grid 77 unique utility-scale batteries are installed. Price changes are

estimated for the nodes at which storage is installed and for other nodes where prices

are likely to respond because of grid dependencies. These results are aggregated to

estimate the magnitude of grid-level congestion-relief benefits generated by marginal

storage capacity. Because the architecture of the electric grid is unobserved due to

national security considerations, I use a machine learning technique borrowed from

6



the Research and Development economics literature to determine price dependencies

across nodes of the grid.

A 1-megawatt (MW) increase in storage capacity is estimated to reduce afternoon

peak prices by up to 2.2% in the day ahead market, primarily in the late-afternoon

and early evening, coinciding with the period of highest electricity net demand. The

annual cost of serving load is estimated to fall by $62,647 from a 1MW increase in

storage capacity. This annual benefit from congestion relief partly justifies storage

mandates like that of California, which are currently estimated to cost $6,500,000

per MW of capacity (Penna et al., 2016), though costs are dropping rapidly. These

grid benefits are approximately 29% to 126% of the private benefits that accrue to

battery operators.

Though price effects of storage and its grid-level impacts have not previously

been flexibly and empirically estimated, a small engineering literature considers their

market impacts using simulation methods, focusing almost entirely on the private

returns of storage investments and the battery properties that drive potential profits

(Bradbury et al., 2014; Fioravanti et al., 2013; Nottrott et al., 2013; Walawalkar

et al., 2007; Hittinger et al., 2012). Only Sioshansi et al. (2009) considers the effect

of storage on grid prices, primarily to consider whether arbitrage opportunities are

dissipated when storage is used. The authors estimate the effect of energy storage on

7



grid prices assuming a constant linear relationship between load and prices, and do so

by estimating price responses to changes in demand, not storage capacity, limiting the

robustness of results to grid characteristics like congestion. Lueken and Apt (2014)

estimate potential savings of $4 billion in the PJM grid that covers Mid-Atlantic and

Northeastern states.

Thus, this paper contributes to a growing literature that explores the impacts

of new grid technology on market outcomes and grid operations (Woo et al., 2011,

2016; Novan, 2015a; Bushnell and Novan, 2018; Craig et al., 2018; Wolak, 2016,

2018). It also introduces a novel empirical approach to recovering the market-relevant

network characteristics of the electricity grid when they are unreported by regulators

or utilities.

This paper proceeds by introducing a conceptual framework of spatial electricity

price determination in Section 1.2. Data and empirical approach are discussed in

Section 1.3. Section 1.4 presents empirical results, Section 1.5 discusses results, and

a final section concludes.

8



1.2 Conceptual model

1.2.1 Electricity markets, congestion, and prices

Electricity prices are governed by two phenomena. The first is an upward-sloping,

convex supply curve defined by marginal costs that increase in quantity supplied.

In an unconstrained competitive market, an inverse supply curve is constructed by

ordering electricity generation capacity from lowest to highest marginal cost, as is

shown in Figure 1.1. This “merit order” defines a supply curve that becomes steeper

as quantity increases because of generation technology and the limited frequency at

which “peaker plants” are called up. This increasing steepness leads to a large price

decrease when storage is discharged during a peak period relative to a small price

increase when storage is charged during an off-peak period. The net effect is to lower

average prices even though total quantity of electricity demand is unchanged.

9



Figure 1.1: Representative dispatch curve. Source: Energy Information Adminis-
tration

The second phenomenon governing wholesale electricity prices is congestion on

the grid caused by transmission constraints that lead to out-of-merit order gener-

ation dispatch. Marginal costs of generation diverge across local markets defined

by transmission constraints, and in a market with congestion, dispatch occurs over

potentially many local supply curves, with more congested nodes facing a steeper

supply curve. The introduction of storage capacity at one of these nodes can affect

dispatch at other nodes.

In centrally-dispatched energy markets such as those managed by the California

Independent Systems Operator (CAISO) and by PJM in the northeast and mid-

atlantic states, energy withdrawals are priced at the network node from which the

withdrawals are made. A node is a physical substation or transmission point where

10



generators may inject power, or load-serving entities (LSE’s) may withdraw power.

Nodal prices vary spatially and temporally (hourly or in 5-minute increments), and

reflect the cost of withdrawing one unit of energy at that node, and injecting one unit

of energy at a reference node.1 Nodal prices determine the revenue that generators

receive and the amount paid by LSEs. They are determined by the solutions to a

constrained cost-minimization problem in which the grid operator must secure, via

a uniform price auction, sufficient generation to meet node-level demand in every

instant. The grid operator is constrained by transmission line capacity. Prices and

generation change according to a non-linear Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) system of

equations where slack conditions are on either generation constraints (e.g. prices

change as higher-cost generation is required) or transmission constraints (e.g. prices

change as lower-cost generation is unable to serve certain node-level demands) (Bohn

et al., 1984).

Constrained optimization is a common tool in the economics literature, and is fre-

quently used to generate equilibrium conditions and to define optimal production or

consumption decisions. Here, the constrained optimization is not simply a convenient

model for representing the grid. In the CAISO, network dispatch is determined by

1 All withdrawals must have a concurrent injection to maintain the equality between supply and
withdrawal. In practice, a withdrawal is offset by an increase in supply from a generator located
on the grid, though not necessarily at the reference node. Both withdrawal and injection are priced
relative to the reference node; the choice of reference node is arbitrary and does not affect nodal
price levels.
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a numeric solution to the optimization problem run hourly by CAISO staff. Rather

than a representation of the optimal dispatch, a constrained optimization is the dis-

patch process. As such, I rely on the properties of the constrained optimization -

specifically the shadow values of constraints - to develop intuition about the effects

of storage.

Electricity demand is assumed to be exogenous because consumers face retail

rates that may vary with time of day but do not vary instantaneously with wholesale

prices. Nodal price is primarily determined by the generators’ supply bids and by

transmission constraints that may preclude least-cost dispatch to serve some nodes.

The effects of battery storage on nodal prices vary by congestion status.

1.2.2 Generation in a Single Node Market

To illustrate these price effects, consider first an uncongested market wherein a single,

fixed set of generators serves demand. Let p(Q) ≥ 0 be the marginal cost of energy

at total quantity demanded Q. I assume the marginal cost of energy is increasing at

an increasing rate in Q, i.e.

dp

dQ
≥ 0 (1.1)

dp2

d2Q
≥ 0. (1.2)

12



Equation 1.2 is a consequence of merit-order dispatch and generator technologies, as

shown in Figure 1.1. Peaking plants used to serve periods of high demand are less

capital intensive, but are less efficient and thus more expensive per unit generated.

Let E be the amount of energy a storage system transacts from the grid in an

hour, where a transaction is either a discharge to the grid or a withdrawal from the

grid. Let QL and QH be (nighttime) nadir and (daytime) peak exogenous demand,

respectively, such that QL < QH . The withdrawal of E from the grid during the

off-peak period increases QL to QL + E. The new price paid for all units of energy

is p(QL +E). Similarly, QH is reduced by E when energy storage discharges during

the peak period, and p(QH − E) ≤ p(QH). Not only is p(QH) ≥ p(QL), creating

a potentially profitable private opportunity for arbitrage (labeled C in Figure 1.2),

but also:

dp(QH)

dQ
≥ dp(QL)

dQ
, (1.3)

due to convexity of the supply curve. Hence, the price changes from injection to and

withdrawal from the grid may not be symmetric. For strictly convex supply, storage

lowers marginal costs at peak more than it raises them at low demand.

While the energy storage operator profits per unit of energy stored, equal to the

13



difference in p(QH − E) and p(QL + E), load serving entities (LSEs) face decreases

in peak prices that are expected to outweigh increases in nadir prices. Because infra-

marginal generators (e.g. baseload generators) receive the same prices as those on the

margin, batteries reduce the price of every unit sold during peak periods and increase

prices of every unit sold during the nighttime nadir. The gain to inframarginal

generators (and cost to LSEs) from nadir price increases is depicted in area A in

Figure 1.2, while the gain to LSEs from peak price reductions is depicted as region

B. Importantly, because the reduction in peak prices is at least weakly greater

than the increase in nadir prices and because QH > QL, peak cost savings to LSEs

dominate nadir cost increases, i.e., area B is greater than area A.
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Figure 1.2: Price effects of a discharge of energy from energy storage during day-
time peak and nighttime nadir times. Q is quantity of energy, and P is price. Area C
is the private benefit accruing to the energy storage operator. Area B is the surplus
gained by the LSE (load serving entity; utility) through the price effect during peak
hour discharge. Area A is the cost to the LSE through the upward price effect during
off-peak hour charging

These total net benefits to LSEs are given by:
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Total Benefits u QH dp(Q
H)

dQ
−QLdp(Q

L)

dQ
> 0 (1.4)

Thus, storage is expected to affect a net transfer from infra-marginal generators

to LSEs. Such savings to LSEs are passed onto retail electricity customers under

cost-of-service regulation.

Net revenues for the battery owners are equal to C, the quantity stored multiplied

by the difference between high and low prices, and do not include the net benefits

B − A.

1.2.3 Congestion

In a multi-node network, Kirchoff’s Law determines energy flows over each trans-

mission line between nodes, or “edge” in network terminology. Edges between nodes

have two properties: susceptance is the ease with which energy flows over an edge,

and capacity is the maximum amount of energy that can flow over an edge. Given

two different edges between two nodes, for example, a generation node and a with-

drawal node, electricity flows in proportion to the susceptance of the edges.2 If one

edge has a susceptance of 2, and another has a susceptance of 1, then 1
3

of the flow

between nodes will flow over the edge of lower susceptance, and 2
3

will flow over

2 The inverse of susceptance, resistance is sometimes used in power flow modeling
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the edge of higher susceptance. If the capacity of each edge is identical, one edge

will reach capacity before the other line. When this constraint binds, additional en-

ergy cannot be moved between nodes without serious consequences for safety. Even

though one edge has not reached capacity, no additional power can flow between

these two example nodes. This is in contrast to a highway network where congestion

on one highway causes motorists to reroute to another highway.

Kirchoff’s law precludes “choosing where electrons flow”—when a transmission

line reaches capacity but demand is increasing, the only two options available to the

grid operator are to either reduce withdrawals at the withdrawal node, or to increase

injection at another node whose path does not include the congested line. A conse-

quence of Kirchoff’s law is that the flow across an electrical grids’ lines is determined

entirely by the net injections and withdrawals at each node, the susceptance of each

transmission line, and the transmission line capacity. The grid operator does not

have the ability to adjust or alter the constraints in the short term.

Binding constraints on transmission force deviations from lowest-cost economic

dispatch. When congestion constraints bind, a node may not be able to acquire

electricity from the lowest-cost generator. The marginal cost differential between the

lowest cost generator available to serve a given node and the lowest cost generator

available at a reference node defines the congestion cost of electricity at the given
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node.

1.2.4 Price determination in two-node grid

For illustrative purposes, consider the two-node grid depicted in Figure 1.3. The grid

consists of two nodes, 1 and 2. There is a generator at each node and a transmission

line (edge) connecting them. The generator at Node 1, G1, has lower marginal cost,

and all load is located at Node 2. Suppose load is 110MW, and each generator has

sufficient capacity to serve the full load. In an unconstrained scenario, the lowest-cost

generator, G1, would serve all load. If transmission line capacity is K̄12 = 100MW,

then it is clear that the more costly G2 generator must be dispatched. Thus, the

clearing price at Node 2, P2 is the price of the expensive generator, while the price

at Node 1, P1, remains the price of the less expensive generator. The congestion cost

at Node 2 is the price difference.
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Figure 1.3: Example of 2-node grid with one line and one potential line constraint.
Load is 110MW at Node 2, generation at both Node 1 and Node 2. Note that
the lowest-cost electricity at Node 1 will be constrained by the capacity of the line
between Node 1 and Node 2, and higher priced generation will be dispatched to meet
demand (load) at Node 2.

The optimal power flow in this example can be solved using a Karush-Kuhn-

Tucker generalization of the lagrangian to minimize cost of generation subject to

total generation and line flow (inequality) constraints. It is assumed for this example

that generator constraints do not bind, leaving only two constraints — that the sum

of generation must equal demand, and that flow over the line be less than or equal

to capacity. Let nodes be denoted as n ∈ N , generation as Gn, load as Dn, and

capacity as K̄. Then the cost minimization problem is given by:
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L = −
N∑
n=1

pn(Gn)Gn +

System-wide power flow constraint︷ ︸︸ ︷
λ(0−

N∑
n=1

Gn −
N∑
n=1

Dn) −µ(K̄ − κκκ× [G−DG−DG−D])︸ ︷︷ ︸
line flow (slack) constraints

,

where GGG is the [2 × 1] vector of generation, DDD is the [2 × 1] vector of demand, and

κκκ is the shift factor determined by the susceptances of the lines in the network. GGG

is the grid operator’s choice variable. λ is the familiar KKT (lagrangian) multiplier

on the total energy constraint, and µ is the KKT multiplier on the line constraint.

κκκ contains one row for each edge in the network, and one column for each node.

Column n of κκκ represents the flow over each edge that will result from the injection

of 1 unit of energy at the reference node and the withdrawal of 1 unit of energy from

node n. If Node 1 is the reference node, then κκκ = [0, 1]. That is, injecting 1 unit of

energy at Node 1 and withdrawing it at Node 2 will increase flow on the line between

them by 1 unit. The solution takes the form of optimal (cost minimizing) generator

dispatch and associated prices, denoted PPP . It is:

GGG = [100, 10]

PPP = [10, 20].
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Because the objective function minimizes total cost, and because each transmis-

sion capacity is included as a constraint, the KKT multiplier µ is the incremental

reduction in the cost of serving load that would result from relaxing the transmission

line constraint by 1 unit. When the constraint is relaxed, it allows one unit of energy

to flow from the less expensive generator to the more expensive node, displacing

costlier generation there, and lowering the total cost. The shadow value of this con-

straint is µ = P1 − P2 = −10. If demand were to decrease to 100MW, or capacity

were to increase to 110 MW, the constraint would become “slack”, and µ would be

equal to zero.

In the simple example, the weight on the transmission constraint is 1, as a unit

of energy withdrawn at Node 2 (and injected at Node 1) resulted in an increase in

flow on the line of 1. In a more complex network, multiple paths will exist between

the withdrawal node and the injection node. Each transmission line will have a

constraint which, if binding, will have a corresponding non-zero KKT multiplier.

The differential between prices at the withdrawal node and the injection node will

be the sum of these corresponding KKT multipliers, weighted by the amount of flow

that passes over each line.

If storage is located at Node 2 which becomes congested during peak demand

(e.g., in order to defer a transmission upgrade), then transmission constraints bind
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less frequently with the storage capacity, and the nodal price will be weakly closer

to the grid price, even on days where grid-wide demand is high. In this case, storage

at the congested Node 2 does not influence the price at Node 1, and prices at Node

1 would be unchanged. If there were a third node located in the congested part of

the grid near Node 2, served also by the same single, congestable transmission line,

then prices at Node 3 would also respond to the introduction of storage capacity

assuming lines between Nodes 2 and 3 are uncongested. Prices at the two nodes

in the congested portion of the grid would decline while prices at Node 1 would be

unchanged. Because the network is not a perfect lattice where all physical neighbors

are connected, these congested parts of the grid could be physically disconnected,

but linked in the network. Without knowledge of the physical network structure (as

in Chen et al. (2009)), estimating price effects is difficult.

1.2.5 Price determination in 4-node grid

A final example demonstrates price dependencies amid congestion. Consider the 4-

node network shown in Figure 1.4. Demand is located at Node D1, and generation is

located at nodes G2, G3, and G4, with prices as shown. Capacities are denoted K̄.

The susceptance of each line determines the flow when power is injected at one node

and withdrawn at another. With some algebraic manipulation, the susceptances

form the shift factor matrix shown in 1.5, with Node D1 chosen as the reference
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node3.

Figure 1.4: Example of 4-node grid with line constraints. Note that the lowest-cost
electricity at G3 will be constrained by the low capacity of the edge K34, and higher
priced generation will be dispatched to meet demand at D1.

The shift factor matrix for this grid, κκκ is derived using a power flow model with

Node D1 as the reference node. The power flow model is an algebraic manipulation

of the susceptances and edges of the network.4 Based on the susceptances, the shift

factor matrix is:

κκκ =



0 0.8 0.6 0.2

0 −0.2 0.6 0.2

0 0.2 0.4 −0.2

0 0.2 0.4 0.8


(1.5)

3 The choice of which node is the “reference” node is arbitrary. In practice, an increase in
withdrawal at one node is met with an increase in supply at another node, or many other nodes,
not necessarily the reference node. In this case, the change in the power flow equations is the sum
of the effect of withdrawing one unit of energy at the withdrawal node and injecting at the reference
node, and withdrawing one unit at the reference node and injecting at the generation node(s)

4 I abstract away from reactive power and angles to illustrate the nature of congestion pricing in
a simplified manner.
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Each column in κκκ represents a node, while each row represents a line. I index lines

between nodes by e ∈ E where E = {21, 32, 34, 41}. Each column reports the

flow of energy across each edge resulting from injecting at the reference node and

withdrawing at node n ∈ {D1, G2, G3, G4}. For instance, 1MW injected at D1 and

withdrawn at G3 will increase the flow over e21 by 0.6, e32 by 0.6, e34 by 0.4, and e41

by 0.4 (all units in MW). Similarly, injecting at G3 and withdrawing at D1 yields the

opposite — e21 by -0.6, e32 by -0.6, e34 by -0.4, and e41 by -0.4. The lower relative

susceptance on e34 causes the lower flow relative to ther lines. The shift factors

in column 1, the reference node, are zero because injecting 1MW and withdrawing

1MW at the reference node does not increase flow anywhere on the network.

Given the prices and net demand vector DDD = [300, 0, 0, 0], one can solve a con-

strained optimization for the generation vector that results in the lowest-cost power

flow subject to the line constraints. The solution is:

GGG =



0

750

1000

1250


, PPP =



45

40

35

50


, µµµ =



0

0

25

0


The least expensive generator is not serving load at all nodes. In fact, the generator

with greatest supply in the solution is the most expensive. The constraint, µ times
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the matrix κκκ determines the price difference between the reference node, D1 and the

other nodes. For instance, at G3, 0 + 0 + (25 × 0.4) + 0 =$10 less at G3 relative

to D1. If storage at any node were to eliminate the congestion on e34, the price at

nodes G2, G3, and G4 would decrease.

Entries in the shift factor matrix κκκ may be negative, as is the case here — an

increase in injection at some node may reduce flow across some lines. This can be

particularly beneficial when this relieves a congested line. Because the shadow value

on a constraint is always positive, the negative entry in the shift factor matrix is the

source of negative congestion prices. Negative congestion prices signal that with-

drawals at the negative-priced node help to relieve a constraint, allowing additional

(less expensive) power to flow to other nodes, and, thereby reducing the cost of

serving load (i.e. the objective function).

In a more complex network with many nodes and many transmission lines, each

with varying susceptances, the calculation of the shadow value is not as straightfor-

ward, but the constrained optimization analog still applies. Because transmission

line constraints are inequalities, the optimization is a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)

system of equations. It remains that the congestion cost (i.e. the cost differential

between two nodes) is the weighted sum of the shadow values of the transmission

constraints from the KKT conditions for grid optimization. The weight for each
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constraint is determined by the net flow over each transmission line derived from

Kirchoff’s Law. Because different nodes in a network will share transmission line

paths with each other, the weights (net flows) for each transmission line are integral

to understanding how local nodal prices are determined. A formal model of the KKT

system is presented in Appendix A.1.

This relationship between price differences on the grid and transmission con-

straints is critical to the empirical strategy of this paper. As storage discharges,

changes in net load at a node will affect prices at other nodes based on shift factors

and transmission constraints. Estimation of price effects requires a specification that

(1) accounts for the unobserved, underlying dependence on the shift matrix, and (2)

admits the inequality constraints on transmission which frequently equal zero dur-

ing uncongested times. In brief, the data generating process is a weighted sum of

constraints where the constraints are non-linear and frequently zero, and the weights

are unobserved. This estimation problem is, at its heart, one of variable selection.

When µ 6= 0 for some edge, storage at one node will affect some other nodes, but

not all. A natural tool, then, is the LASSO estimator. This estimation is discussed

further in Section 1.3.1.
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1.3 Data and Methods

Price effects of a marginal unit of storage capacity are separately estimated for the

node at which the battery unit is installed and for all other nodes at which prices are

affected by the battery unit. This approach is motivated by the unobserved nature

of the grid. Cross-node effects depend upon unobserved network links; own node

effects are defined by an assumed link between storage and the most proximal node.

The own node effect is estimated in a panel regression that pools all storage units in

order to maximize statistical power. Cross-node effects are estimated separately for

each node at which storage is installed, sacrificing power for flexible modeling of the

network as defined by the LASSO estimator. It would be computationally unfeasible

to instead estimate cross-node effects in a pooled regression with each storage node

and its interactions entering as independent variables.

1.3.1 Own-node price effects

The per-MW price effect of energy storage is estimated at the node level within the

CAISO network using hourly day-ahead prices. These prices are regressed on node-

specific, time-varying energy storage capacity, yielding an estimate of the associated

effect of storage capacity on prices. Unique coefficients are estimated by hour of

the day and by season, admitting distinct charge and discharge behavior. Because
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electricity consumers do not face prices that instantaneously vary with marginal cost,

demand is assumed to be exogenous.

Specifically price effects at the local node are estimated by:

log(λnt) = β1log(λLAPt ) +
4∑
s=1

24∑
h=1

βhsESnt ×HOURh × SEASONs+

N∑
n=1

2017∑
y=2009

4∑
s=1

24∑
h=1

δnhsy ×NODEn × Y EARy × SEASONs ×HOURh + εnt, (1.6)

where λnt is hourly (total) marginal price at node n and time t; ESnt is contempora-

neous MW of installed storage capacity at the node; NODEn, HOURh, SEASONs,

and Y EARy are indicators for each node n, hour of the day h, quarter (season) of

the year s, and year of the sample y, respectively; and λLAPt is a weighted average

of prices at nodes other than n within the corresponding utility territory known as

a Load Aggregation Point (LAP).5 Interest centers on βhs, the vector of season and

hour-specific coefficients on energy storage capacity that reflects the change in node

price due to a one MW change in storage capacity.

Due to the saturation of fixed effects, identifying variation comes from node-

level variation in storage capacity across three-month node-hour-season-year inter-

5 I follow the energy literature and refer to λn as the nodal price.
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vals. The identifying assumption of equation 1.6 is that deviations from the node-

hour-season-year average price, conditional on LAP prices, are uncorrelated with any

omitted variables that correlate with the quantity of energy storage located at the

node. Even node-specific trends, for instance, only confound if they introduce dy-

namics across three-month seasons during which storage is introduced. LAP prices,

λLAPt , are included specifically to control, admittedly in a parametric fashion, for any

dynamics that may occur during the season in which storage is commissioned.

The timing and location of energy storage investments are endogenous. There

is little information about the siting decisions of storage operators, precluding es-

timation of the location-choice stage of the adoption decision. Profit maximization

suggests arbitrageurs site storage at nodes with large and growing differences in peak

and nadir prices. If so, then the price effects estimated in this paper are attenuated.

The rich set of fixed effects controls for cross-sectional heterogeneity and secular

trends at fairly fine temporal levels, allowing that only node-specific and highly dy-

namic trends can confound. In contrast to the method of Bushnell and Novan (2018)

who control for a variety of potential confounders that affect the grid price of in-

terest and employ only month-hour fixed effects, I use the load aggregation point

(LAP) price associated with each node to control for unobserved fluctuations in grid

demand. Because the LAP price is a weighted average of all nodal prices (the de-
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pendent variable) in an IOU territory, I re-calculate each LAP price excluding the

focal node’s price. While no single node comprises more than a tiny fraction of the

LAP price, this assures that the specification is not mechanically endogenous.

Using this rich set of fixed effects limits identifying variation to a very fine window

within the node-hour-season-year. With few exceptions, storage generally increases

only once at each node. Therefore, coefficients that vary by season will only capture

the effect within the hour-season-year of each increase in storage, while the fixed

effects will absorb all variation in subsequent node-hour-season-years. While this

improves internal validity, it comes at the cost of understanding the longer run effects

of storage.

1.3.2 Cross-Node Price Effects

Estimating the effect of energy storage on congestion pricing at other nodes requires

knowledge about the characteristics of the network of generators and transmission

lines. Network topology is not published by regulators, utilities, or grid operators

because of grid security concerns. Hence, the network is unobservable to the econo-

metrician. In order to recover market-relevant characteristics, I borrow an identifica-

tion strategy from the Research and Development (R&D) literature that leverages a

multi-step Double Pooled LASSO estimator to uncover the structures of unobserved

networks.
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The initial application of the Double Pooled LASSO estimator in Manresa (2016)

was to identify R&D linkages across technology firms in order to estimate spillover

effects. In Manresa (2016), data on firm R&D spending and a LASSO estimator

are used to reveal the binary (linked/unlinked) structure of R&D spillovers, and to

estimate the magnitude of the spillovers. The LASSO estimator is an intuitive choice

in this situation. Since it’s inception, the LASSO has been used for variable selection

and regularization (Tibshirani, 1996), and the binary nature of the R&D linkages are

conceptually akin to a variable selection problem.

LASSO is a penalized OLS estimator, usually categorized as a machine learning

algorithm.6 It is commonly used to choose variables and controls when theory has no

prediction, or when there are more controls than observations because it is a data-

driven procedure that avoids ad hoc variable selection such as stepwise regression.

The penalty term on the LASSO is equal to a tuning parameter, π, multiplied by the

sum of the absolute value of all coefficients. The penalty term reduces the magnitude

of coefficients and selects variables by reducing the magnitudes of some coefficients

to zero 7.

If one takes any two nodes on the electric grid, then storage at one node will

6 A distinctly different machine learning approach has also been used in a similar setting by
Mercadal (2015) to uncover relevant characteristics of the grid. In this application, machine learning
is used to define discrete markets formed by congestion in order to study generator bidding behavior.

7 The “zeroing” property of the LASSO estimator flows from the absolute value check function.
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affect price at another if and only if (1) the two nodes share at least one non-zero

shift matrix entry, and (2) the transmission constraint on that shared shift matrix

entry has a non-zero shadow value (i.e. the constraint is binding) during some

hour and season. Because the shift factor matrix and the transmission constraints

of the electric grid are unobserved, and because the shadow values of transmission

constraints (µ in Section 1.2) are either zero or large, the LASSO estimator is used

to uncover the relevant non-zero cross-node effects.

In an electricity grid setting, the unobserved linkages between two nodes are

the shared non-zero transmission constraints. Each node’s shift matrix column, κnκnκn

represents the physical path of electricity resulting from one unit of net increased

(decreased) flow at that node. The price at that node is the sum of the system-

wide energy cost plus the sum of the transmission constraint shadow values (KKT

multipliers) (µ) weighted by the shift matrix. Because constraints are zero when

they are not binding, and non-zero when they are, any estimation must be able to

select which condition holds.

Cross-node effects are estimated by:
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log(λnt) = log(λLAPt ) +
4∑
s=1

24∑
h=1

βhsESnt ×HRt × SEASONs + θnwnt+

NES∑
i 6=n

γinhsESnt ×HRh × SEASONs + δnhs + ηy + εnt, (1.7)

where λnt is the nodal price, λLAPt is the utility-level price as before, and θn is

the marginal price effect of wnt, which is comprised of weather covariates, node-level

deviations from LAP mean weather covariates, LAP-level load, hydrological potential

(the 12-month rolling average of hydropower watershed rainfall), local (within node)

solar generation, and a dummy indicator for the Aliso Canyon blowout8. To capture

a longer window of potential variation attributable to energy storage, I specify only

node-hour-season fixed effects plus a year-node fixed effect. This extends the window

of identifying variation to the year, rather than than node-hour-season-of-sample.

Variables in wnt are potential confounders that are included to avoid omitted

variables bias. Specifically, if storage is located in an area characterized by more

frequent load or temperature spikes, then omitting these variables will attribute their

effect to storage, biasing the coefficient of interest. The LASSO selection in Equation

1.7 presents a unique source of potential omitted variables bias best characterized as

8 The Southern California Gas-operated Aliso Canyon natural gas storage facility failed in Fall
of 2015, limiting gas storage for Southern California. This supply chain interruption affects the
marginal cost of all gas plants in the region, which in turn affects electricity prices in the region.
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model selection omitted variables bias. The source of this bias is rooted in the machine

learning nature of the parameter selection. This bias is generated as follows: If two

independent variables are correlated with each other, and each has an associated

effect on the dependent variable, a LASSO algorithm will select only one, zeroing

out the coefficient of the other, despite their correlation. This is because the LASSO

objective is parsimonious prediction and not inference. If the dependent variable can

be explained with one variable instead of two, then the penalty term selects the more

parsimonious specification. In this case, an OLS specification would partition out

the explained variance, keeping both variables, provided the two are not perfectly

correlated.

By selecting only one of two explanatory variables, LASSO introduces the pos-

sibility of an omitted variables bias Belloni et al. (2012, 2014a,b). The solution

requires either including any variables in the variable selection stage that also ex-

plain the variable of interest (e.g. the treatment variable) derived from a first-stage

LASSO procedure, or orthoganolizing the variables of interest and potential covari-

ates (Belloni et al., 2014a). Following Manresa (2016), I do the latter. Results are

robust to either method, and are little changed when following a “naive” single-stage

approach.

The Double Pooled LASSO is introduced in Manresa (2016). It performs both
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selection and estimation of the network effects of energy storage at each node, ESnt,

and addresses the model selection omitted variables bias. The objective of the proce-

dure is to estimate an unbiased sparse matrix of cross-node effects of energy storage

for every hour-season combination, Γhs, where each entry γijhs is the price effect at

node j of 1 MW of energy storage at node i in hour h and season s.

The Double Pooled LASSO is estimated over three stages. The first two stages

generate values of λnt and ESnt in Equation 1.7 that are orthogonal to wnt, resolving

the potential for model selection omitted variables bias. The third stage is the

unbiased LASSO estimation.

The first stage regresses wnt and λnt on ESnt:

wnt = ρnESnt + ερ

λnt = φnESnt + εφ

and generates w̃nt and λ̃nt, orthogonal to ESnt:
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w̃nt = wnt − ρnESnt

λ̃nt = λnt − φnESnt

In the second stage, a consistent estimate of θn, θ̂n is generated using w̃nt and

λ̃nt:

λ̃nt = θnw̃nt + εθn

and λ̂nt, orthogonal to wnt is generated:

λ̂nt = λnt − θ̂nwnt

λ̂nt is a consistent estimate of prices that is orthogonal to the portion of wnt that

is uncorrelated with ESnt. Thus, the effect of wnt is accounted for, but because the

effect of wnt that is removed is orthogonal to ESnt, LASSO is not subject to model

selection omitted variables bias — the covariance between ESnt and λnt remains
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intact.

Finally, the LASSO estimator is used to estimate Γhs, the n× i matrix of cross-

node effects on price at node n from storage at node i for hour h and season s. The

LASSO procedure estimates each row, n, of the matrix separately:

arg min
γγγnhs

T∑
t=1

(
λ̂nt −

NES∑
i

γnihsESit

)2

+ π

NES∑
i

|γnihs|φin,

where π is the LASSO penalty term, φin is the penalty loading, and γinhs is the

hour-season specific effect of node i on node n, which is assumed to be sparse.

Penalty loadings, φij are selected through an iterated estimation process described

in Belloni et al. (2012). The penalty weights allow for sharp properties of the LASSO

estimator, even in the presence of dependence in errors in a time-series setting (Man-

resa, 2016). The LASSO is estimated by adapting Christian Hansen’s “shooting

algorithm”.9 π, the penalty term, is calculated via a simulation process.

To remove the shrinkage bias inherent in LASSO feature selection (owing to the

penalty term), a final OLS estimation is done for each n using nodes i identified as

having γnihs > 0, setting aside all storage nodes designated by LASSO as being zero.

Let this set be denoted LLASSO. This Double Pooled LASSO estimator eliminates

shrinkage bias (see Manresa (2016); Belloni et al. (2014b)):

9 http://faculty.chicagobooth.edu/christian.hansen/research/#Code
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λnt =
4∑
s=1

24∑
h=1

βhsESnt ×HRt × SEASONt + θnwnt+

NES∑
i 6=n

1 (γinhs ∈ LLASSO) γinhsESnt ×HRt × SEASONt + δnhs + ηy + εnt (1.8)

Proofs and methods for estimation are provided by Manresa (2016).

1.3.3 Data

Estimating the effects of energy storage on nodal prices requires three main datasets.

First, the nodal prices themselves. Second, the location and commissioning date of

energy storage, and finally, data to control for potentially confounding factors that

may affect nodal electricity prices, such as temperature, precipitation, or the price

of natural gas. This section describes the data sources in detail.

Commercial energy storage capacity in the CAISO area between 2009 and 2017

is observed in the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DoE) Global Energy Storage (GS)

Database (U.S. Department of Energy, 2016). During the study period, a total of

372MW of energy storage was brought online, equivalent to approximately 1% of the

average peak daily load. The DoE GS database contains the commissioning date,

size (MWh), capacity (MW), owner, purpose, and geographic coordinates for every

unit. I remove any unit whose purpose is related to emergency backup or other
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non-arbitrage applications, as these are unlikely to engage in regular discharges.

This yields 77 unique storage capacity additions to the CAISO service area. Storage

installations are concentrated in urban areas, likely to exploit local congestion-related

price spikes (see Figure 1.8). Capacity also exists in rural areas, and some capacity

is located proximal to utility-scale renewables.

Figure 1.5: Energy storage capacity added during study period by type/source.
Totals do not include storage introduced before September 2009. Does not include
120MW of Pumped Hydro taken offline in 2012 due to unexpected fire. SGIP data on
household-level “behind the meter” storage is not used in this study, but is presented
for reference.
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Figure 1.6: Energy storage locations in CAISO territory

I obtain Locational Marginal Prices (LMPs), λnt, for the day ahead market using

CAISOs OASIS data portal for the period September 1, 2009 to December 31, 201710.

As shown in Figure 1.7, seasonal average LMPs exhibit expected patterns—daily

peaks occur during the hours of 5-9pm, and some seasons also exhibit a smaller

10 http://oasis.caiso.com
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morning peak. These peaks show the potential for arbitrage using energy storage.

I also obtain each of the three Load Aggregation Point (LAP) prices, one for each

major investor-owned LSE in California. Figure 1.8 shows spatial variation in nodal

prices for select hours and select seasons. Note that these prices differ from CAISO

system price, as nodal prices include congestion whereas the CAISO system price

does not.

In some applications, storage capacity is weighted by nodal, hourly energy with-

drawals to allow price effects to vary by the magnitude of storage capacity relative to

node demand. Hourly energy withdrawals at each node are imputed as the product

of hourly total demand for each utility and respective, static Load Distribution Fac-

tors (LDFs) that report the share of utility demand withdrawn at each node. Utility

demand and LDFs are reported by CAISO.

I derive the physical location of each CAISO node from OASIS maps using a data

scraping algorithm. The scraped location is not exact. Department of Homeland Se-

curity standards for information disclosure of “critical infrastructure” generally forbid

disseminating information on electricity grid infrastructure. While reported node lo-

cations are not precise, they nevertheless appear to correspond to locations at which

Google satellite imagery depicts large electricity substations. I assign each energy

storage unit in the GS database to the most proximal node. Error in the assignment
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Figure 1.7: Hourly nodal price ($), λn, by season; 95% CI
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Figure 1.8: Example of spatio-temporal variation in hourly nodal price ($/MW),
λn. Note the “hot-spot” of congestion in the Northwest portion of the state which is
greatest during the lower-right panel, 6pm on July 20, 2016. Red outlined polygons
indicate storage nodes.
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may introduce bias through measurement error, biasing estimates towards zero. The

magnitude of this attenuation is likely to be small, however, because proximal nodal

prices are highly correlated. Nodes are clustered by name and proximity to form

aggregate clusters of nodes and energy storage. These clusters are called “nodes”

throughout this paper. Polygons are generated around each node containing all

spatial points that are closest in proximity to that node.

Over each polygon, I process the daily maximum temperature and precipitation

data from the PRISM weather dataset (PRISM Climate Group, 2017). Assuming

energy consumed in a given area is drawn primarily from the nearest node, a safe

assumption given the cost of building transmission lines, maximum local temperature

gives a localized measures of nodal demand due to air conditioner use and heating

needs. To focus on variation in local nodal net demand that may drive nodal prices

differences, I calculate a node’s daily max temperature deviations from the LAP

area’s average daily max temperature, excluding the focal node, and supplement

this measure with half-hour temperature measures for the centroid of each polygon as

reported by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s National Solar Radiation

Database (NREL NSRDB) (National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 2018). The

half-hour temperature measures are recalculated as relative to the LAP area’s average

as well.
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I obtain half-hourly Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI) measurements for the

centroid of each polygon from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s (NREL)

National Solar Radiation Database (NSRDB) (National Renewable Energy Labora-

tory, 2018). This measure is used to calculate hourly GHI, total daily GHI (summing

over each day), and a rolling measure of variation in GHI over a 2-hour window for

each polygon. GHI is an input into the estimation of solar generation. Combined

with a physical solar model such as NREL’s System Advisory Model (SAM) and

data on a system’s tilt, azimuth, and inverter, it is possible to convert GHI to elec-

tricity generated as in Craig et al. (2018). I use solar insolation (combined with

solar capacity installed) only as a proxy for generation. This eliminates the need for

perfectly modeling hourly electricity generation at the expense of interpretation of

the coefficient on solar insolation.

To create a within-node measure of relative local solar generation, daily solar

capacity within each polygon is combined with each polygon’s GHI measure and

standardized. Locations and installation dates of household solar are extracted from

the California Solar Initiative (CSI) database (California Solar Initiative, 2018) and

interpolated across each zip code as exact coordinates are not available in the CSI.

An hourly time series of total installed solar capacity is generated for each polygon

and multiplied by hourly GHI and standardized. The resulting standardized measure
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represents within-node solar generation.

Utility-scale solar generation dominates distributed generation in California by

more than 2:1. Because the focus of this paper is on nodal price deviations from the

grid average, and not on the aggregate, system-wide price of electricity, it is important

to distinguish between distributed and utility-scale solar. When examining effects

on nodal prices, which vary due to congestion, a MW of electricity generated within

a node will have a very different effect on nodal prices than a MW of electricity

generated at a distant utility-scale solar facility. To distinguish the two, I use the EPA

eGrid database to find the location, capacity, and commission date of each utility-

scale solar facility in the CAMX eGrid sub-region that contains the CAISO territory.

I then merge the half-hourly time series of solar insolation (GHI) from NSRDB for

each of the facilities, and generate a measure of utility-scale solar generation in

a manner identical to the within-node solar generation measure already described.

This allows me to control for the localized effects of distributed generation separately

from the system-wide effect of utility-scale generation.
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1.4 Effects of Energy Storage on Nodal Prices

1.4.1 Own-node Effects

Point estimates of the βhs in Equation (1.6) and their 95% confidence intervals are

plotted in Figure 1.9. Errors are clustered at the node. Results for Spring (April-

June) are noisy, but point estimates are largely negative during peak (afternoon)

periods. When afternoon demand is highest on the CAISO grid, storage effects are

statistically significant and equal to approximately -2% with a maximum price effect

of -2.2% at 6pm. In Summer (July-September), when theory posits the price effect

will be most pronounced because of high demand and the convexity of the supply

curve, price effects are smaller, with a maximum price decline of 0.31% for the hour

ending at 8pm. Although the magnitude is smaller during these months relative to

Spring, the absolute (dollar) value of the effect is closer in magnitude to Spring due

to higher Summer afternoon peak prices.

Coefficients for hours usually considered “off-peak” are statistically insignificant,

consistent with markets clearing at a flat portion of supply curves. Point estimates

for the early morning hours are small and insignificant but positive in three of four

seasons, in line with the theory presented in Section 1.3.
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Note y-axis re-scales between seasons

Figure 1.9: Coefficient Estimates - Eq 1.6 with 95% CI, by season and hour

Lower hourly nodal prices benefit LSEs and, ultimately, ratepayers by reducing

the cost of serving load. To estimate the magnitude of these total savings from a

MW storage capacity, denoted TS, I multiply the point estimates in Figure 1.9 with

the observed price at each node in each hour of sample, the total load withdrawn at

that node, and the total amount of energy storage located at the node:

TS =
D∑
d=1

N∑
n=1

H∑
h=1

βhs × ESdn × λhdn × LOADhdn.

where βhs is the log-price (percent) change estimated in Equation 1.6, and d is the

day-of-sample. Total load withdrawn at each node is not reported, though total grid

load is reported. To calculate node-level load, I multiply total grid load by load
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distribution factors (LDFs) — the share of total load served, on average, by each

node — to calculate hourly load at each node, LOADhdn.

The total savings for the entire study period (2009-2017) is $50,346,178. These

effects are depicted in Figure 1.10 for 2017. The effects of storage on load-serving

costs are greatest in the second and third quarters of the year—not only because

point estimates are largest, but also because load is greatest during these hours and

seasons. Because each energy storage installation is introduced on a different day

of the sample (see Figure 1.5), I calculate an average total savings per hour, per

megawatt of storage (“capacity-hour”). I divide the total benefits of energy storage

($50,346,178) by the total number of MW of capacity-hours on the grid to generate

a per-hour public benefit of $7.13 per MW of capacity-hour on grid.

Over one year (8,760 hours), the annual own-node benefit of 1MW of energy

storage is $7.13 × 8, 760 = $62, 466. For perspective, a Tesla Powerwall, the most

widely-known brand of behind-the-meter energy storage, has a capacity of 2kW, or

.002MW, yielding cost savings from own-node changes of $124.93 per year.
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Figure 1.10: Aggregated own-node effects of all storage over study period

Another way to compare the ratepayer benefits is to state them as a fraction

of the private benefits that can be gained from daily arbitrage of prices. This is

of particular importance in understanding the magnitude of ratepayer benefits not

captured by private operators. A high amount of unappropriated (public) benefits

justifies mandates or subsidies, as are used in California. Arbitrage opportunities

decline in storage capacity though ratepayer benefits of storage do not. Hence,

internalizing the externality may become increasingly important.

An exact determination of private revenues from arbitrage requires information

about daily battery charge and discharge, which is not publicly available data. How-

ever, private revenues for one pilot storage project in California are reported in

Penna et al. (2016), which estimates private revenues between $49,500 and $208,500
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per MW of storage per year. Hence, the storage benefits accruing to ratepayers

(and not captured by the operator) of $62,466 amount to 29-126% of these private

revenues.

1.4.2 Cross-node Effects

Results from estimating Equation 1.8 are plotted in Figure 1.11. Each point rep-

resents one non-zero coefficient from Γhs, a cross-node price response to a MW of

storage at another node linked through the network identified by the LASSO esti-

mator. Confidence intervals are not included for visual clarity, however, nearly all

coefficients are significant, a result not surprising given the LASSO method used

to select non-zero effects. In the final stage of estimation, each node is estimated

separately. This sacrifices some precision that would be gained from pooling across

nodes, but gains flexibility in estimating Γhs. Appendix X contains plots with stan-

dard errors clustered at the node-week level.
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Figure 1.11: Cross-node effects. Each point represents an entry in Γhs, and is
the coefficient representing the change in one node’s log price at hour h, season s,
resulting from a 1MW increase in storage at another node. Points are plotted with
20% transparency to show masses.

The summer season (Jul-Sep), hypothesized to be the period when congestion

costs would be highest and thus storage would exhibit the greatest effect, contains

the most non-zero coefficients. A mass of negative coefficients is observed in the early

afternoon hours (3pm to 5pm) during Jul-Sep. Furthermore, during the off-peak

times (e.g. 10-12pm; 2-5am), many coefficients are positive, though this represents

a smaller positive change (on a lower quantity) than the afternoon on-peak effects.

This is consistent with the effects hypothesized in Section 1.2. Some negative effects

are observed during evening in October-December, and during the morning peak

hours during Jan-Mar. Note that Figure 1.7 shows a second daily peak occurring
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during the morning in January-March. This morning price peak occurs as households

rise to prepare for their day during the colder, darker Winter mornings.

Nodes designated by the LASSO estimation as linked during some hour and sea-

son (γinhs ∈ LLASSO) may not necessarily be spatially contiguous as transmission and

distribution infrastructure is not a perfect lattice. However, linked nodes should be

in proximity—it is unlikely that a node in San Diego influences at the northern bor-

der of California. Select linked nodes are depicted in Figures. As these figures show,

linked nodes are spatially contiguous or proximal, lending validity to the LASSO

selection procedure.
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Figure 1.12: Cross-node effects for storage located near Oroville, CA (yellow poly-
gon)
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Figure 1.13: Cross-node effects for storage located near Escondido, CA (yellow
polygon)

These cross-node results indicate that price effects of energy storage extend be-

yond the capacity node to other nodes in the network. The sign of these effects

is predominantly negative. When aggregated in a manner similar to the own-node

effects in Figure 1.10, cross-node effects generate total savings (e.g. decreases in cost

of serving load) of approximately $1,170,026, or around 2.5% of the total benefits

realized at the own-node. This is approximately 1% to 3% of private revenues. Cross
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node effects are heterogeneous across the 77 storage installations. In some areas, ef-

fects appear to be widespread across a region as in Figure 1.13. In others, effects

are concentrated in the area around the location of storage as in Figure 1.12. This

heterogeneity highlights the importance of considering the local network topology

and congestion patterns in calculating the benefits of energy storage to ratepayers.

1.5 Discussion

Ratepayer benefits from own-node price responses are estimated to be $62,466 per

year, per MW of capacity, and cross-node benefits are 2.5% of that amount, $1,561,

totalling $64,028 per MW of capacity, per year. Per hour on the grid, the average

ratepayer benefit is $7.13. While the price of battery installations is falling rapidly,

estimates from 2016 for the full installation and connection cost in California are

around $6.5M per installed MW of storage capacity. Arbitraging energy prices in

CAISO energy or participating in the ancillary services market generates private

revenues of $45,500 to $208,500 per year, per MW (Penna et al., 2016).

Standing on their own or in tandem, the total public and private benefits from

energy storage only partially justify the estimated cost of storage in 2016. Mandates

such as AB 2514 can still be justified by learning spillovers and first-mover advan-

tage, and California has historically been a first-mover in renewable and low-carbon
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energy policy. This paper estimates only the ratepayer benefits, draws assumptions

on private benefits and storage cost from published reports, and does not seek to

quantify other tangible economic benefits. This is largely because costs of batteries

are declining rapidly, with some reports of large-scale installations dipping below

$1,000,000 per MW, less than one-sixth of the reported 2016 price (Lambert, 2018).

1.5.1 Ratepayer Benefits Relative to Private Benefits

It is important to consider the economic incentives present in a low-cost storage

world. If storage acts as any other generation asset, then investment in storage will

be driven by the private marginal benefits. Private investors will not consider the

ratepayer benefits that cannot be captured. In fact, higher ratepayer benefits will

decrease private revenues as the magnitude of the diurnal arbitrage opportunities

(peak prices) are reduced. Therefore, a public goods problem arises, and a policy

intervention is necessary to ensure that the ratepayer benefits are accounted for in

the investment decision.

To this end, I calculate the ratepayer benefits as a fraction of the total private

benefits from arbitrage. If ratepayer benefits are large relative to private benefits,

then policy intervention in the form of subsidies is justified. If the benefits are

small relative to private benefits, then the unsubsidized outcome will be close to the

efficient outcome, and no policy is necessary.
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Results show that public ratepayer benefits are a significant portion of benefits

from storage. Own-node effects total 29-126% of the total private benefits from arbi-

trage, and cross-node effects total another 1-4%, summing to 30%-130%. Therefore,

ratepayer benefits are a considerable portion of total overall benefits from storage

operation, possibly even exceeding private benefits. These benefits, not captured by

private storage operators, justify policy if broad utility regulation does not achieve

these investments. However, as storage is added to the grid, the price effects will re-

duce the private benefits of each subsequent unit as arbitrage opportunities decline.

An anticipated decline in such opportunities may dissuade potential entrants from

making capacity investments, exacerbating the under-provision of storage capacity.

In markets fully saturated with storage capacity, hourly prices would be invariant

across hours of the day as all deviations from an average are arbitraged away. How-

ever, this also removes any incentive for adding storage. Thus, policy is likely to play

an important role in the storage market. The dynamic aspects of storage investment

are not examined here, but are left for subsequent research. Clearly, there exists a

per-MW cost of storage where private benefits alone do not justify investment, but

the sum of private and public ratepayer benefits do justify investment.

The magnitude of public ratepayer benefits relative to private benefits highlight

the importance of rate regulation as well. Under pass-through utility regulation,
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savings in the cost of serving load are passed on to ratepayers. This paper does not

examine the underlying assumption, but acknowledges that the intent of a policy and

the implementation of that policy may differ dramatically. In California, the Cali-

fornia Public Utilities Commission examines all rate change requests, and receives

input from ratepayer advocates in determining its approval of a rate change. When

storage is necessary to avoid or delay a local distribution line upgrade (i.e. to lower

costs associated with local congestion costs), the utility-borne costs may be included

in a ratepayer’s billed distribution charge (Bierman, 2018). Under these conditions,

it is important to understand the ratepayer benefits, as the ratepayer is bearing the

capital costs.

1.5.2 Relevance to Other Grids

California has historically been a first-mover in renewable and low-carbon energy

policy, and it retains this position in mandating storage under AB2514. California’s

experience with energy storage provides insight for other states and grid operators

that may consider the role of storage in grid operations. The effects measured in

this paper pertain to local nodal prices relative to a systemwide average LAP; there-

fore, grids with little congestion may be unlikely to see similar effects, even with a

proportionally equivalent amount of storage. Historically, California has seen higher

than average congestion costs, with the New York ISO (NYISO) having the highest
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average ratepayer cost of congestion (Lesieutre and Eto, 2003). Comparison across

grids is hampered by variation in how congestion is priced and measured. How-

ever, California’s congestion costs are driven in part by internal, branch group (e.g.

intra-distribution level) congestion, or congestion resulting from insufficient capac-

ity on the smaller distribution grid, rather than exclusively by constraints on larger

high-voltage regional transmission lines (DOE, 2015). For example, the spatial distri-

bution of “hot spots” in Figure 1.8 illustrates this issue in the Northwest corner of the

state during Summer peak hours. Figure 1.8 also illustrates the larger transmission-

level congestion constraints — the lower-right panel shows a clear gradient between

the Southern and Central regions around 34◦N. This transmission-level congestion

has persisted for years in the CAISO. Note that, in this figure, the local “hot-spot”

in the Northwest corner is of greater magnitude than the longstanding South-Central

gradient, although the Northwest “hot-spot” is in far fewer nodes, and covers nodes

with much lower total volume. For 2016, the CAISO-estimated total cost of con-

gestion was $99 million (CAISO, 2016). This stands in contrast to ERCOT, the

Texas grid, where transmission constraints between wind-generation rich areas in

the Northwest and load centers in the East drive congestion costs (LaRiviere and

Lu, 2017).
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1.5.3 Does Storage Facilitate Renewables?

This paper demonstrates the role of storage in “facilitating integration of renew-

ables”, the goal of AB2514. Results indicate that storage reduces local nodal prices

at the times in which local solar generally imposes high costs, i.e., late-afternoon

hours during in spring and summer. Solar generation has two observable price ef-

fects throughout the day. First, it decreases the grid-level cost of electricity during

the afternoon hours as generation is high relative to demand, which has the effect of

depressing prices due to low net load (demand net of zero-marginal-cost renewables).

Second, during both the morning ramp-up of solar generation and, especially, the

evening ramp-down as the sun sets, more expensive fossil-fuel generation is necessary

to accommodate the fast ramp. Bushnell and Novan (2018) quantify these effects,

and identify more expensive Gas Turbine generation as responding to the evening

ramp in lieu of the more efficient Combined Cycle Gas Turbine fleet. Therefore, over

the day, solar reduces total costs, but accommodating the morning and evening ramp

requires more expensive generation, increasing prices during those hours.

Energy storage reduces local congestion costs during these critical hours, as shown

in Figures 1.9 and 1.11. Thus, storage appears to facilitate integration of solar on

the grid. By reducing local congestion, storage also makes more quickly-dispatched

plants available to follow changes in solar generation, potentially alleviating system-
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wide cost increases associated with solar capacity Bushnell and Novan 2018; Bierman

2018. Effects are not limited to only those days in which solar generation is highest

(and thus the evening ramp is steepest). Additional analysis indicates that storage’s

effect does not interact with daily solar generation — the price effect is consistently

present regardless of solar generation. This follows the theory in Section 1.2, where

price effects are timed to peak prices, regardless of whether the driver of peak prices

are normal demand patterns, or the steep ramp caused by solar. Storage addresses

price increases during the same hours solar generates those price increases, but stor-

age also addresses price increases when at those times, even when solar is not the

driving force.

As California moves towards a zero-carbon grid and implements its Title 24 man-

date of rooftop solar on all new residential construction (California Energy Commis-

sion, 2018), the additional cost of the evening solar ramp-down will likely increase

in magnitude and will represent a significant portion of the cost of serving load. I

show that storage operates to reduce prices in the hours most affected by the evening

solar ramp-down. Hence, storage plays an important role in “facilitating integration

of renewables” to the CAISO grid.
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1.6 Conclusion

This research provides the first empirical estimates of the price effect of energy stor-

age. Panel data estimates show a significant downward effect on nodal prices during

peak hours and during peak summer months, suggesting that energy storage has a

measurable effect on grid operations. Summer afternoon peaks coincide with times

of highest demand for expensive “peaking” generation, and are the costliest demand

periods for which grid operators must plan. The effect during spring evening hours

reaches as much as -2.2%, and summer months reaches up to -.31%. These price

effects generate an average $62,466 in cost savings per year, per MW to load-serving

entities like utilities that are passed on to consumers through typical regulation. The

372MW of energy storage capacity in California is estimated to have reduced energy

costs across the grid by $50.35M, but this amount is not sufficient to fully justify

mandates. Battery operators are not compensated for these cost savings to utilities

and their rate payers. These public ratepayer benefits constitute a substantial frac-

tion of the private benefits from energy price arbitrage and point to a public interest

in storage capacity expansion in the future, when private investment is likely to be

under-provided.
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2

Heterogeneous Environmental and Grid Benefits

from Rooftop Solar and the Costs of Inefficient

Siting Decisions (Co-authors: Steven Sexton,

Robert Harris, and Nicholas Muller)
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Note: This work was co-authored with Steven Sexton, Robert Harris, and Nicholas

Muller. Kirkpatrick’s contribution involved the development of the initial idea, the

creation of the modeling framework, estimation of results, and authoring portions of

the first draft.

2.1 Introduction

Solar panels occupy more than one million rooftops across the United States and

will soon occupy a million more (Solar Energy Industry Association 2016). Rapid

growth of rooftop solar is impelled by a decade-long, exponential decline in technology

costs and by generous federal and state subsidies and binding state mandates. Solar

policies are intended to increase the supply of clean electricity that displaces polluting

generation from fossil fuel plants. Many policies intend also to lower electricity

transmission costs by expressly favoring rooftop solar over distant large-capacity solar

farms. Such policies contribute to an ongoing and profound transition of the electric

grid that upends the traditional role of electric utilities in coordinating investment.

Whether such policies appropriately value avoided pollution is largely unknown.

Likewise, it is not understood if they direct capacity investments to their highest

value locations along the electricity grid. A determination of public solar benefits

and of optimal solar siting is not straightforward because solar generation, displaced
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pollution emissions, and marginal costs of electricity supply vary across space and

time as a function of solar resource availability and regional electricity grid character-

istics. Solar generation that avoids coal plant production, for instance, delivers more

than twice the environmental benefits of generation that displaces natural gas supply,

ceteris paribus (Edenhofer et al., 2011; Caulton et al., 2014; Jaramillo et al., 2007).

Failure to account for heterogeneity in emissions resulting from marginal power gen-

eration can yield perverse policy outcomes, as Holland et al. (2016) observed in the

context of electric vehicle subsidies. Similarly, the energy value of distributed solar

capacity and its contribution to transmission cost avoidance depend upon where the

capacity is sited. Though the energy value of solar capacity is appropriable by in-

vestors, state subsidies obscure the social benefits of generation, potentially leading

to capacity allocation that foregoes energy value even within states.

This paper, therefore, investigates the efficiency of existing solar policy and ca-

pacity investments. It does so by building upon previous econometric modeling of

marginal emissions (e.g., Zivin et al. 2014; Holland et al. 2016) to derive the first

systematic, theoretically consistent, and empirically valid estimates of the spatially

varying environmental benefits of solar capacity. Unique, monetized estimates of

avoided environmental damages are generated for each of 30,105 zip codes across

the U.S. These avoided damages are compared to the combined value of state and
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federal solar subsidies in order to provide the first comprehensive comparison of the

streams of solar subsidies and environmental benefits. Also uniquely estimated in

this paper via high-resolution air transport modeling are the magnitudes of local so-

lar benefits—those appropriated within the states that investments are made. The

energy value of solar capacity is estimated using data on electricity marginal costs at

hundreds of grid management jurisdictions across the U.S. The contribution of solar

capacity to alleviation of transmission constraints is also measured in California us-

ing local marginal prices that vary across hundreds of network nodes and reflect grid

congestion costs.

Results suggest the discounted stream of subsidies to a typical rooftop solar ar-

ray exceeds the discounted stream of environmental benefits by only a few hundred

dollars, though environmental benefits and subsidies are negatively correlated in the

data. Some panels are subsidized as much as $25,000 in excess of environmental

benefits, while others are under-subsidized by as much as $10,000. Annual environ-

mental benefits vary by a factor of 20 across the U.S., from $61 in Maynard, Mass. to

$1,224 in Bloxom, Virginia. They also vary non-trivially within states. Yet virtually

no solar policy accounts for heterogeneity in solar capacity benefits. More than 85

percent of environmental benefits spillover to neighboring states. This suggests that

(1) free-riding may constrain efficient solar capacity investments in the U.S. absent
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national coordination; (2) local air quality improvements may be forsaken by state

policies promoting only in-state capacity, and (3) state dollars for local air quality

improvement may be better directed to other technologies or interventions.

Total benefits of solar generation—inclusive of energy values—are estimated to

be greatest in the Midwest and Mid-Atlantic. They are least in the West, and partic-

ularly the West Coast, where approximately two-thirds of systems are located. These

differences are primarily attributable to heterogeneity in marginal responding fossil

generation. If installed solar capacity could be costlessly reallocated across states,

annual total capacity benefits would increase by as much as $1.3 billion, reflecting

predominantly gains in environmental benefits. In California, we find no evidence

that rooftop solar capacity systematically relieves congestion. Approximately two-

thirds of the 900,000 rooftop solar arrays is located upstream from transmission

bottlenecks, contributing to congestion rather than relieving it. If capacity were ef-

ficiently allocated, congestion relief benefits in California would have been no more

than $15 million in 2017—approximately 7% of total energy value.

This paper is related to work by Cullen (2013) and Novan (2015b), who use

similar econometric techniques to value wind energy. It is also related to Callaway

et al. (2018), who evaluate the carbon emissions displaced by alternative technologies,

including energy efficiency investments and solar panels. They estimate that solar is
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subsidized by $163-455 per MWh in excess of the value of carbon emissions avoidance.

They do not consider avoidance of local air pollution emissions. Siler-Evans et al.

(2013) is most similar to this paper in ambition. It estimates the value of carbon and

criteria pollution emissions displaced by solar capacity in each of 22 U.S. subregions.

As Zivin et al. (2014) note, however, their empirical approach is valid only under the

assumptions that (1) all consumption in a region is met by power plants in the same

region; (2) marginal electricity is supplied only by power plants whose generation

is reported in a federal administrative record; (3) aggregate fossil-fuel generation is

exogenous; and (4) ad hoc corrections for line losses are constant over location and

time. The approach of Callaway et al. (2018) also relies on some of these assumptions.

Each of the assumptions of Siler-Evans et al. (2013) is relaxed in this paper.

First, we estimate pollution responses as a function of electricity consumption, not

potentially endogenous generation. Second, we condition on non-reported generation

that may correlate with consumption. Third, we flexibly accommodate grid struc-

ture by modeling individual generator responses to consumption changes throughout

interconnections that define electricity trading. Furthermore, we account for sea-

sonal and diurnal patterns in solar generation and marginal emissions by estimating

unique marginal effects for each plant in each hour of the day and each month of the

year. Siler-Evans et al. (2013) abstract entirely from these known dynamics (Zivin
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et al. 2014). Finally, our generator-specific estimates of pollution responses afford

high-resolution and high-fidelity modeling of avoided pollution damages. Siler-Evans

et al. (2013) and Callaway et al. (2018), instead, generate estimates of marginal

emissions only for aggregate regions. This poses no difficulty for valuing avoided

emissions of globally mixing pollutants, like carbon, as in Callaway et al. (2018).

But it hinders valuation of avoided local pollutant emissions, damages from which

depend upon exposure of populations and economic production. Our high-resolution

modeling of avoided emissions uniquely equips us to estimate the magnitudes of ap-

propriable environmental benefits. This paper is also the first to empirically estimate

grid benefits of rooftop solar.

This paper proceeds by considering the theory of solar policy and efficient capac-

ity allocation in Section 2. Data and empirical methods are introduced in Section

3. Model results and simulations are presented in Section 4. Section 5 considers

the implications of these results for solar policy, including the policy preference for

distributed renewable energy capacity. A final section concludes.

2.2 Policy Design for Optimal Solar Siting

Electricity generation by coal, oil, and natural gas plants is responsible for consid-

erable air pollution in the U.S. and other developed countries. In the U.S., it emits
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one-third of anthropogenic greenhouse gases that contribute to global warming. It

also produces 60 percent of sulfur dioxide and 13 percent of nitrous oxide emissions

that harm human health (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2012). Solar elec-

tricity generation, in contrast, emits no pollution. Were pollution costs borne by

emitters, then solar generators would appropriate the benefits of emissions avoid-

ance by escaping pollution costs. However, the pollution taxes or tradable permit

programs that internalize pollution costs to emitters are rare in the U.S. and the

rest of the world. Instead, uniform technology standards and other command and

control regulations are the norm where pollution is regulated at all. Absent efficient

prices on pollution, solar is undervalued, and the pollution avoidance benefit is un-

appropriated by the solar generator (e.g., Baker et al. 2013; Borenstein 2012; Pigou

1920). In such a suboptimal regulatory setting, policy to support solar capacity or

generation can correct an under-provision problem.1,2

High fixed costs have made solar more costly than all other forms of power gen-

eration except offshore wind (Energy Information Administration 2013; Borenstein

2012). Consequently, solar’s small share of electricity generation has been induced

1 Solar policy like subsidies can never a first-best pollution control policy because unpriced pol-
lution leads to under-priced dirty electricity generation, not over-priced clean generation. Solar
policy lowers the cost of the homogeneous product electricity, rather than raising it ( Borenstein
2012).

2 Because the marginal costs of solar generation are essentially nil—the feedstock is free—policy
promoting capacity is essentially analogous to policy promoting generation.
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by favorable policy regimes that date to the oil embargo and energy crisis of the

1970s. Though solar accounted for 26 percent of U.S. electricity generating capacity

additions in 2015, it constituted less than 2 percent of total generating capacity and

provided only 0.6 percent of electricity generation (Energy Information Administra-

tion 2016a, Energy Information Administration 2016b). Of this, approximately 40

percent was provided by distributed generation capacity (Energy Information Ad-

ministration 2017).

Public policies that support solar generation are common in the U.S. and other

developed countries.3 The federal government alone has expended billions of dol-

lars on a 30 percent investment tax credit since 2010 (Borenstein and Davis 2016).

Renewable Portfolio Standards are in effect in 29 states. Twenty-eight states ex-

empt renewable capacity expenditures from sales taxes or allow deductions against

income taxes. And net-metering policies common to 41 states subsidize generation

by requiring utilities to credit customers for solar generation at rates that typically

exceed wholesale electricity prices (North Carolina Clean Energy Technology Cen-

ter 2018). California utilities, for instance, must pay retail rates in excess of $0.35

per kilowatt-hour for some distributed solar generation. Because retail rates bundle

3 Potential learning spillovers provide an alternative justification (e.g., Gillingham and Sweeney
2012; Nordhaus 2011). Such spillovers would constitute positive externalities in the technology
market that weaken incentives for innovation. Combined with the negative externalities from pol-
lution, they can cause clean technologies to be “doubly under-provided” in the absence of policy
(Fischer 2008; Fischer and Newell 2008; Jaffe et al. 2005).
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a variety of charges beyond the marginal cost of electricity, including transmission

and distribution cost recovery charges and conservation incentives, the $0.19 per

kilowatt-hour average retail rate is more than double prevailing wholesale prices for

solar generation.

It is unlikely any of these policies approximates the second-best Pigouvian subsidy

to solar generation. Virtually none varies policy support according to the avoided

pollution damages, which we show vary considerably across and within states accord-

ing to solar resource and electricity grid characteristics. All else equal, solar capacity

is more valuable where solar resource is more abundant and generation potential is

greater.4 Even conditional on generation, however, capacity value varies according

to the pollution intensities of marginal responding plants that adjust production in

response to solar generation. The pollution intensities of marginal plants vary across

hours of the day and across regions, particularly the three U.S. grid interconnec-

tions within which electricity trade is common but across which trade is rare. These

marginal emissions may differ dramatically from average grid emission intensities.5

4 For instance, the distribution of solar irradiance across the U.S. causes potential annual electricity
generation from 4-kw of solar capacity to vary from 4.3 megawatt-hours (MWh) in Arlington,
Washington to more than double that amount in parts of California’s central valley. Figure 2.1
shows for each U.S. zip code the estimated annual electricity generation of a 4-kW capacity system.
These estimates are produced using the System Advisor Model of the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory available at: https://sam.nrel.gov/. Generation in MWh is alternating current.

5 Failure to distinguish between average emissions rates and emissions caused by marginal changes
in electricity load contributed to confusion about the environmental benefits of electric cars. Holland
et al. (2016) showed that marginal emissions in some parts of the U.S caused electric cars to
contribute more to pollution than conventional substitutes.
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Even conditional on marginal emissions, however, the value of avoided pollution also

varies according to air transport and emissions deposition that govern the exposure

of affected economic production and human populations. All else equal, a unit of

pollution avoidance is most valuable upwind from major population centers.

By ignoring heterogeneity in avoided pollution damages, existing policies deviate

from the second-best Pigouvian subsidy. But policy may not just fail to correctly

value every unit of solar generation, it may fail to correctly value any unit. If policy

incorrectly values pollution avoidance, it can obscure price signals that direct efficient

investment, leading to suboptimal allocations of solar capacity. Likewise, state sub-

sidies and capacity mandates may actually sacrifice local air quality improvements

by failing to recognize local benefits from investments located in other states.

Existing solar policy is likely also to incorrectly price the energy value of solar

generation. The efficient price received by solar operators is equal to the second-

best pollution-avoidance subsidy plus the private marginal cost of electricity supply,

i.e., the wholesale price in a competitive market. Yet rooftop solar receives a price

per unit of generation that exceeds wholesale prices in 41 states with net-metering

policies that typically compensate solar generation at retail rates. These policies

over-compensate for energy value, but they also impose a homogeneity on generator

compensation that does not reflect economic value. The marginal costs of electricity
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supply deviate within regional grids because of transmission capacity constraints,

but retail rates do not so vary. Consequently, the incentives facing private investors

do not reflect the underlying value to society of their investments. Absent policy

that reflected heterogeneity in electricity marginal costs, it would be surprising if

private investments in rooftop solar capacity yielded congestion relief benefits as its

advocates claim. The efficiency of existing capacity allocations is investigated in the

following sections.

2.3 Data and Methods

A determination of avoided damages from solar capacity proceeds by estimating

spatially heterogeneous emissions avoided per unit solar generation. These emissions

changes are input into an integrated assessment model that maps emissions into

damages in order to value emissions changes. Finally, these values are attributed to

potential solar capacity in each U.S. zip code by modeling potential generation as a

function of solar irradiance and weather characteristics. Potential generation is also

used to value the energy production of solar capacity using hourly, region-specific

estimates of electricity marginal cost.
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2.3.1 Marginal emissions

In order to estimate the emissions avoided by a unit of solar generation, it is necessary

to identify which power plants respond to the marginal reduction in net load.6 As

described above, the plant that operates on the margin will vary according to when

and where the unit of solar generation is produced. We determine these marginal

emissions by adapting the reduced-form regression equations implemented by Zivin

et al. (2014) and Holland et al. (2016) (HMMY). Hourly power plant emissions are

regressed on hourly electricity demand in each subregion of the power plant grid

interconnection.7 We do this for each of the 1,486 power plants in the U.S. and for

each CO2, SO2, NOX, and PM2.5.

6 We are assuming there is no rebound effect from solar adoption. Provided utility customers face
traditional net metering, then the opportunity cost of a unit of generation does not change with
solar generation (subject to settle-up limitations within some jurisdictions), so rebound should be
minimal. However, to the extent that solar generation shifts marginal consumption into a lower
tier of an increasing block-rate tariff or that solar generation serves to alleviate guilt from pollution
caused by electricity consumption, then solar may induce some rebound. In the event that rebound
is positive, then the estimates in this paper of avoided damages will overstate true damages.

7 Subregions are defined as eGrid subregions, which are geographical aggregations of electricity
generators used by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and and the Energy Information Ad-
ministration for policy analysis, including assessment of carbon footprints and renewable portfolio
standards. We further aggregate some eGrid subregions with highly correlated loads. Specifically,
NYCW, NYLI, and NYUP are combined with the NEWE to form a single NY-New England subre-
gion; MROE is combined with the MROW to form a single MRO; RFCE and RFCM are combined
with RFCW to form a single RFC; and SPNO is combined with SPSO to form a single SPP.
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Specifically, we estimate:

yit =
24∑
h=1

j(i)∑
j=1

12∑
m=1

βijhmLOADtj ×HOURh × eGRIDj ×MOYm +

j(i)∑
j=1

sjt

+
24∑
h=1

36∑
m=1

2∑
d=1

αihmdHOURh ×MOSm ×DAYd + εit, (2.1)

where yit is pollutant emissions at plant i at time t; LOADtj is a continuous variable

measuring demand in eGRID subregion j at time t, and HOUR, eGRID, and MOY

are indicator variables for each hour of the day, each eGRID subregion within the

interconnection of plant i, and each month of the year (MOY), respectively. This

yields for each plant and each pollutant a vector of marginal emissions coefficients,

βijhm, equal to 24×j(i)×12. Likewise, MOS and DAY are indicators for each month

of the sample and weekdays, respectively. To control for potentially correlated,

non-reported generation, we condition on an indicator of contemporaneous solar

generation in each subregion, sjt. An idiosyncratic error is denoted by εit. Equation

(2.1) is estimated by ordinary least squares.

Distinct from HMMY, this model permits the hourly-plant-specific marginal emis-

sion responses to vary by each month of the year to account for seasonal patterns in

the fossil-fuel generation mix and in solar generation. It also absorbs average load

differentials across weekends and weekdays via the DAY fixed effect. Like HMMY,
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it permits plant i’s emissions to respond to increased demand anywhere within the

interconnection via a distinct coefficient for demand in each of the eGRID regions

within the interconnection. LOADtj is treated as exogenous because retail electricity

prices do not vary with wholesale prices with very few exceptions, and, hence, the

derived demand is perfectly inelastic. Relative to the related literature, we uniquely

condition on solar irradiance, sjt, to control for potentially correlated non-reported

generation. We lack data on hydro generation, which may be correlated with net

load. However, like Callaway et al. (2018), we assume average temporal patterns

of hydro production will not change in response to marginal changes in net load.

This is because maximization of arbitrage opportunities tends to require that any

displaced hydro generation on a given day is replaced on a subsequent day during a

similar hour with similar marginal emissions. Thus, even if hydro generation is cor-

related with net load conditional on month-specific hour fixed effects, our estimates

of marginal emissions responses are unlikely to be biased. Wind is assumed to be

orthogonal to load conditional on the month-specific hour fixed effects.

Data on hourly emissions of CO2, NOX, and SO2 from 1,451 power plants are

obtained from the Continuous Emissions Monitoring System (CEMS) of the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for the years 2007-2015, yielding 114.4
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million plant-level, hourly observations for each pollutant.8 Hourly emissions of

PM2.5 are not directly reported by the CEMS. They are imputed by determining

plant-specific PM2.5 emissions intensities per unit generation and multiplying these

intensities by hourly plant-level generation as reported in the CEMS. Annual PM2.5

emissions used to compute plant emission intensities are obtained from the EPA’s

2011 National Emissions Inventory.9 Hourly electricity consumption is reported for

each of 200 planning areas across the U.S. in Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

(FERC) Form 714 filings. Hourly planning area consumption is aggregated to eGRID

regions.10 Solar irradiance data comprising the index, sjt are obtained from the Na-

tional Solar Radiation Database. Hourly measures of zip-code-level solar irradiance

are obtained for the locations of all utility-scale solar capacity in the U.S. These

irradiance observations are aggregated to eGRID subregions using utility-scale solar

capacity weights. This yields weighted-average solar irradiance for each subregion

and each hour.11

8 See https://ampd.epa.gov/ampd/.

9 See https://www.epa.gov/air-emissions-inventories/national-emissions-inventory-nei.

10 Observations of pollutant emissions greater than six standard deviations from the mean are
omitted.

11 Variation in rooftop solar generation is reflected in load variation because it occurs behind-the-
meter. Hence, it does not bias our parameter estimates and is safely subsumed into load.
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2.3.2 Solar generation

The marginal emission coefficients obtained from estimation of (2.1) for each plant

are used to estimate the changes in emissions from marginal changes in hourly de-

mand within the respective interconnection. These demand changes are estimated

for the addition of a typical 4-kw solar array in each of 30,105 zip codes in the U.S.

using the California Energy Commission module of the System Advisor Model, an

open source program developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory for

estimating the performance of renewable energy systems (Blair et al. 2013). For a

typical meteorological year, SAM combines solar irradiance measured at 4-square-

kilometer resolution and weather data from more than 1,000 weather stations to

estimate system generation for solar panels installed in the continental U.S.12 Typ-

ical system parameters are assumed in modeling system generation. We assume

system tilt matches latitude and panel orientation is southward. These conditions

are necessary to maximize generation in North America.

Modeled annual solar generation at each zip code in the contiguous U.S. is sum-

marized in Figure 2.1. Summary statistics are reported in the top panel of Table 2.1.

Mean annual generation for a 4-kW system is 6,357 kWh. It varies by a factor of 2

from 4,344 kWh in Arlington, Washington to 8,647.4 kWh in Lone Pine, California.

12 More information about the typical meteorological year data is available at http://www.nrel.
gov/docs/fy08osti/43156.pdf.
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The within-state standard deviation varies from 55.7 kWh to 636.6 kWh. The mean

within-state standard deviation is 239 kWh.

2.3.3 Exposure and damages

Equipped with (a) modeled solar generation by zip code that yields reductions in

net load within respective eGRID subregions; and (b) estimated emissions responses

from each plant to marginal load changes within interconnections, we can estimate

the annual change in pollutant emissions from each plant in the U.S. as a function

of a unit solar capacity addition in a given zip code. To monetize emissions changes,

we use AP3, an integrated air pollution model that translates (1) emissions into

concentrations as a function of atmospheric transport and chemical processes, (2)

concentrations into exposure as a function of population and economic production,

and (3) exposure into harms as a function of dose-response relationships. AP3 is the

successor to the AP2 model employed by Holland et al., (2016), Siler-Evans et al.

(2013), and others.13 AP3 uses the EPA’s National Emissions Inventory together

with a reduced complexity air quality model to estimate annual average pollution

concentrations by county. AP3 reports the incremental contribution of emissions

produced by each source to ambient concentrations in each county. This facilitates

an analysis of which localities benefit from reduced emissions. Detailed population

13 For further description of the AP3 model, see Clay et al. (Forthcoming)
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and vital statistics data are used to estimate exposures. Among the plethora of

adverse health impacts associated with exposure to air pollution, the vast majority

of damages are attributable to mortality effects. Increased mortality risk is valued

using an EPA-recommended Value of a Statistical Life of $7.4 million in 2006 dollars

adjusted for inflation using the consumer price index to 2014 dollars. Carbon dioxide

emissions, not tracked by AP3, are valued at $41 per ton, the Social Cost of Carbon

calculated by the U.S. Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of Carbon as

updated in 2016 and reflected in 2014 dollars (Interagency Working Group on the

Social Cost of Carbon 2016).

The spatial heterogeneity of pollution damages is depicted in Figure 2.2, which

shows the estimated damages from one ton of SO2 emissions in each county of the

contiguous U.S. Avoidance of SO2 is the most valuable environmental benefit of

solar capacity. Damages from SO2 are estimated to be greatest in Los Angeles

County, California ($130,280 per ton) and Bergen County, New Jersey ($93,905),

where geographic conditions preclude pollution dissipation across space, and where

population density is high, increasing exposure. Damages are least in Whatcom

County, Washington ($2,005).
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2.3.4 Subsidies

We seek to compare estimated damages avoided by solar generation to federal and

state-level solar subsidies. In addition to the federal investment tax credit (ITC)

for renewables, state incentives include sales and property tax exemptions, capacity

subsidies, and solar renewable energy certificate (SREC) programs. We obtain in-

formation on the solar incentives offered by each state from the Database of Solar

Incentives for Renewables and Efficiency (DSIRE) (North Carolina Clean Energy

Technology Center, 2018) and from the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory’s

“Tracking the Sun” project (Barbose et al. 2017 and Barbose et al. 2012). The

value of subsidy programs for each state is calculated as the sum of federal and state

incentives discounted at a 5% annual rate over a 20-year lifetime. State subsidies

exclusive of the federal ITC are also computed.

We assume solar array costs in each year from 2000 to 2016 are those reported

by Barbose et al. (2017) and Barbose et al. (2012). These costs are used to calculate

the value of the ITC, property tax excemptions, and other state incentives based

upon system costs. For property tax exemptions, we assume the increase in property

value subject to the property tax is equal to the system cost. Then we use state-level

real-estate tax estimates calculated as the median real-estate tax payment divided

by the median home value using data obtained from the 2017 American Community
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Survey (U.S. Census Bureau 2017). Similarly, sales tax exemptions are calculated

based on the system cost using sales tax approximations equal to the sum of the

state sales tax and the average local sales tax (Walczak and Drenkard 2017). We

obtain SREC price data by digitizing the daily average prices from February 2017

to February 2018 reported by SREC Trade.14 In our subsidy calculations, we use

the mean price over the entire period. Net energy metering subsidies are valued

as state-specific differences between average retail price and average marginal cost.

The former are obtained from EIA (Energy Information Administration 2018). The

latter were generously provided by Borenstein and Bushnell (2018) and are further

discussed in Section 4.2. SREC and NEM subsidies generate benefit streams accord-

ing to generation that is evaluated as state averages of zip-code specific generation

estimates. The stream of subsidies is discounted to present value at 5 percent.

2.3.5 Electricity marginal costs

Energy value of solar generation is determined by location and hour-specific electric-

ity marginal costs. Electricity marginal costs are measured in one of two ways for

each region of the U.S. Where Independent System Operators (ISOs) manage the

electricity grid, marginal costs are measured as local marginal prices (LMPs) pub-

14 https://www.srectrade.com/app/markets/dashboard/33891; Delaware and Illinois prices
are reported separately: https://www.srecdelaware.com/documentation/; https://www.

srectrade.com/blog/srec/srec-markets/illinois.
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lished by the ISOs for each hour and each node of the network. Where LMPs are not

reported, marginal costs are measured as the hourly “system lambda” reported to

the FERC by grid operators.15 Both data sets were generously provided by Boren-

stein and Bushnell (2018), who assembled them to measure retail price deviation

from the sum of private marginal costs and marginal external costs. We map these

local marginal prices and system lambdas to zip codes in order to estimate the value

of solar generation in each zip code.

LMPs reflect the sum of two shadow values from the constrained optimization

performed by grid operator to dispatch generation. The first is the value common to

all LMPs that reflects the marginal cost of serving load. The second is the shadow

value on transmission constraints between nodes of the network. These constraints

abide by laws of physics and ensure line capacity is not exceeded. These shadow

values vary for each node of the ISO grids, reflecting congestion costs. For those

hours in which an ISO network is free of congestion, LMPs converge to the common

shadow value on the load constraint. Amid congestion, prices at nodes upstream of

constraints fall, reflecting negative shadow values, and prices at nodes downstream

of constraints rise, reflecting positive shadow values attributable to the dispatch of

out-of-merit-order generation necessary to reach congested nodes.

15 Information is reported on FERC Form 714 surveys.
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The system lambda is an engineering calculation of the shadow cost of a marginal

change in production. As Borenstein and Bushnell (2018) note, FERC Form 714

surveys are not of uniformly high quality, so they incorporate data that are deemed

most reliable, as described in their paper. System lambdas also likely do not reflect

scarcity rents or full congestion costs and transmission losses. Neither LMPs nor

system lambdas reflect distribution losses, which Borenstein and Bushnell (2018)

estimate as a time-varying hourly rate from EIA Form 861 data. These losses are

used to scale marginal cost calculations and are estimated to average 6.2%.

Congestion relief benefits of solar capacity are evaluated using hourly LMPs and

congestion prices reported by the California Independent System Operator for 2017.

Congestion prices are equal to the shadow value on transmission constraints for each

network node.

2.4 Results

Estimation of equation 2.1 yields 13,724,160 parameter estimates of interest—a

unique coefficient for each of 1,452 reporting fossil generators in each hour of the

day and month of the year for each pollutant (and plant generation) and for each

regional load within the plant interconnection.16 The empirical model is validated

by summing the point estimates of plant emissions across all plants in the intercon-

16 Parameter estimates and standard errors are available from the authors upon request.
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nection. On average, a one MW change in hourly load across the interconnection

should induce an offsetting and approximately equal response in fossil generation

to the extent fossil generators operate on the margin.17 Figures 2.3 and 2.4 depict

the summation of hour and month-specific marginal responses across plants in the

Electricity Reliability Council of Texas, the interconnection that delivers electricity

to Texas. These are reported for generation and each pollutant. Point estimates are

depicted in blue and 95-percent confidence intervals generated by block-bootstrap

are bounded by the series shown in black. Each gray series represents a sum of

coefficients from a unique bootstrap sample. As shown in Figure 2.3a, the sum of

generation responses across the Texas interconnection is typically bounded between

0.6 and 1.2. During daylight hours (5am to 9pm), the average response across Texas

averages 0.97, with a mean 95-percent confidence interval of 0.69 to 1.18. Figures

2.3b and 2.4 depict the sum of pollution emissions across the Texas interconnection.

These are expected to equal the emissions intensities of marginal responding plants.

Across interconnections, the average generation response is 0.85. We return to a

discussion of uncertainty in section 2.4.3.

The second panel of Table 2.1 reports summary statistics for estimated annual

17 Coefficients may exceed unity due to self-generation necessary to power plant operations. It may
be less than the marginal change in load due to imports from other interconnections or responses
from non-reporting generation. Plant sums may also differ from load changes due to sampling
uncertainty.
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total damages avoided and estimated annual avoided damages from each modeled

pollutant for a 4-kW capacity system in each zip code. Mean damages avoided across

the country are estimated at $569 per system per year, or $7,091 in present value

terms over the lifetime of a typical 4kW system.18 A majority (57%) of these avoided

damages is a consequence of reduced SO2 emissions. Twenty-nine percent of avoided

damages are due to reduced CO2. Reduced NOX is responsible for 10% of avoided

damages, while 4% are due to reduced PM2.5.

These total avoided damages from rooftop solar PV are presented for each zip

code in Figure 2.5. It shows the annual environmental damages avoided per 4-kW

capacity of solar in each zip code in the U.S. These avoided damages are greatest

for systems installed in the Midwest and Mid-Atlantic states, including Delaware,

Maryland, Missouri, New Jersey, and Virginia, where the average annual avoided

damages per 4-kW system are equal to about $1,100. Avoided damages are least in

the West and Northeast and equal to about $80 per year in states such as Connecti-

cut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Washington. In California, where two-thirds

of rooftop solar capacity is sited, annual avoided environmental damages range from

$91 in Klamath along the Northern coast to $279 in Desert Hot Springs, located 100

miles east of Los Angeles.

18 Present value calculation assumes a 20-year lifetime and a 5% discount rate.
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Figure 2.5 demonstrates that environmental benefits of solar capacity are far more

sensitive to grid characteristics and pollution exposure than to solar resource. Solar

resource is greatest in the Southwest, as figure 2.1 shows. Yet avoided damages are

least in the West, as shown in figure 2.5. Avoided damages are greatest in the Mid-

west and the Mid-Atlantic, where the generation fleet is considerably dirtier than

the West. Coal accounted for only 27 percent of 2014 electricity generation in the

Western Interconnection (WECC) that serves the Mountain West and West Coast;

30 percent of generation was supplied by natural gas units. In the Midwest Reliabil-

ity Organization that manages the Midwest grid of the Eastern Interconnection, coal

comprised 60 percent of generation, while natural gas units supplied just 5 percent

(National Renewable Energy Laboratory 2017). The relative dependence upon coal

in the eastern interconnection makes it relatively likely that marginal responding

plants are coal plants. Moreover, avoided pollution emissions in the Eastern Inter-

connection reduce exposure of large populations in the greater Washington, D.C.

area, Boston, Philadelphia, and New York, making emissions reductions valuable.

Figure 2.2 demonstrates the heterogeneity across the U.S. in damages per unit pol-

lution. It depicts the variation across the U.S. in damages from emission of one-ton

of SO2.

The second-best Pigouvian subsidy to solar generation and solar capacity is equal
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to the external environmental benefits. Yet we find environmental benefits and sub-

sidies are negatively correlated in our data (ρ = −0.15). The most generous subsidies

have accrued to adopters in Massachusetts, where the average subsidy is valued at

$0.35 per kWh and avoided environmental damages are estimated at barely $0.01.

For a 4-kW system, the subsidy received by the typical installed system exceeds

avoided damages by $1913 per year, or $25,000 over the system lifetime. The least

generous subsidy was received by investors in South Dakota, where the average $0.04

per kWh subsidy is less than half as large as environmental benefits. Solar generation

receives a subsidy that is $0.08-0.12 less than avoided damages in Indiana, Maryland,

Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia, where avoided damages

are estimated to be greatest at around $0.18 per kWh. A 4-kW system in these

states optimally receives an additional $500 subsidy per year. In California, a typi-

cal subsidy of $0.11/kWh exceeds damages by nearly 600 percent. The mean subsidy

across U.S. zip codes is $0.10/kWh. On average, subsidies are approximately equal

to damages across states, but more than 25 percent of states provide subsidies that

are at least $0.05 per kWh less than avoided damages. Another 25 percent provide

subsidies that are too generous by at least $0.05 per kWh. These results are sum-

marized in table 2.2, which reports by state estimated mean damages and subsidies

per kWh of installed capacity, as well as annual net subsidies.
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Given the estimated environmental benefits from a typical 4-kW solar array in

each zip code, the total annual environmental benefits of the installed capacity in

the U.S. is equal to $353.3 million per year. Installed capacity locations are shown in

figure 2.6. In order to assess the degree to which capacity is misallocated, we simulate

environmental benefits under four alternative reallocations of existing systems in the

U.S. First, we imagine that all systems are relocated within states to areas in which

they yield greatest environmental benefits subject only to the restriction that each

panel be located on a residential rooftop. Counts of residential rooftops are obtained

from U.S. Census counts of detached, single-family houses by zip code (U.S. Census

Bureau 2017). Second, we restrict this intrastate reallocation by limiting to 30

percent the share of rooftops in any zip code containing solar panels. This accounts

in a stylistic fashion for concerns about grid stability that some contend practically

limit the penetration of renewables in any part of the grid (Coddington et al. 2012).19

A third simulation considers a national reallocation of solar capacity. And finally,

the national reallocation is restricted in a fourth simulatiomn to no more than 30

percent of rooftops in any zip code.

Reallocation of solar capacity within states is unlikely to fundamentally change

19 Grid stability concerns were prevalent a decade ago. They figure less prominently in grid planning
today, as evidenced by renewable portfolio standards in California, Hawaii, New Jersey, New York,
and Vermont that mandate 50 percent or more renewable generation (North Carolina Clean Energy
Technology Center, 2018).
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grid dispatch of generating units. These are considered marginal changes due to the

relatively small share of renewable capacity in most states. A national reallocation

of capacity results in changes in load that are less defensibly marginal, potentially

biasing our estimates of changes in environmental benefits. However, Holland et al.

(2018) provide evidence that marginal emissions are relatively invariant over much

larger ranges of load than those we consider here. They use local polynomial regres-

sions of hourly environmental damages on hourly load to show that damage functions

are approximately linear, particularly over 50-100 gigawatt (GW) ranges of hourly

load. Our unconstrained national load reallocation displaces only about 4-5 GW of

hourly load.

Results from these simulations are reported in Table 2.3. The most conserva-

tive simulation we consider reallocates solar capacity within states to 30 percent of

rooftops in zip codes that yield the greatest environmental benefits. This realloca-

tion generates a 13 percent gain in environmental benefits equal to $45 million per

year. The locations of reallocated solar capacity are depicted (in blue) relative to the

installed solar capacity (in red) in Figure 2.9. Of the 12,840 zip codes across the U.S.

in which rooftop capacity is currently installed, 97 percent—all but 386—would lose

all capacity under a constrained intrastate reallocation. Of the 1.45 million rooftop

arrays installed across the U.S., 90 percent would be sited in different zip codes in
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order to maximize environmental benefits (subject to grid stability concerns). Cities

in California’s Inland Empire and Desert regions east of Los Angeles gain the most

systems, whereas locations in Northern California lose the most.

An unconstrained reallocation of solar capacity within states generates 18 percent

greater environmental benefits, yielding a $63 million gain each year over existing

capacity. Reallocating capacity across state lines yields nearly a five-fold gain in

environmental benefits, increasing annual benefits by $1.3 billion regardless of grid

stability constraints. If solar were limited to 30 percent of zip code rooftops, it would

optimally be allocated to only 2,312 zip codes in nine states—Delaware, Illinois,

Indiana, Iowa, Maryland, Missouri, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Virginia. This

is depicted in figure 2.10. Environmental benefits from solar capacity would be

maximized subject to grid concerns by adding 394,000 arrays to Missouri rooftops,

only about 10,000 of which currently have solar panels. Maryland would also gain

more than 300,000 systems, where currently only 11,000 are located. Substantial

gains from national reallocation of solar capacity reflect the misallocation of capacity

in California, where nearly two-thirds of all rooftop solar is located. It generates only

$0.02 in environmental benefits per kWh compared to benefits as large as $0.18 on

the East Coast.
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2.4.1 Appropriated environmental benefits

Because solar capacity investments affect pollution concentrations as a function of

(1) emissions changes at marginal (responding) generators potentially located across

vast electricity grids, and (2) the transport and mixing of emissions in the atmo-

sphere, avoided exposures may not occur local to solar capacity investments. The

inability of an investor to appropriate the benefits of avoided emissions is precisely

the motivation for solar subsidies. Like individual agents, however, states are likely

only to appropriate a fraction of the environmental benefits of capacity investments

they subsidize. This suggests states or regional governments generally may also

under-invest in solar generation. In order to assess the return to state investments

in solar subsidies and the magnitude of the state-level externality problem, we com-

pute the shares of environmental benefits from local pollution mitigation that are

appropriated by the states in which solar capacity investments are made. These are

determined as averages of in-state capacity benefits across zip codes.

The appropriated shares of damages avoided by reduced NOX, SO2, and PM2.5

emissions are depicted for each state in figure 2.8 and reported in table 2.4. Across

states, the mean share of environmental benefits appropriated in the state that gen-

erates the benefits is 15 percent. Appropriated benefit shares are less than 1 percent

in Arkansas, Delaware, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, and Wyoming, where
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annually appropriated avoided damages range from $0.20 to $8 per 4-kW system. In

contrast, solar capacity installed in the average zip code in New York generates virtu-

ally all benefits in the state.20 California and Massachusetts capture 77 percent and

72 percent of benefits, respectively, while North Carolina and Florida each capture

greater than half of all benefits from capacity investments. Massachusetts captures

a large share of benefits despite the relatively small size of the state because it has

a large population that benefits from reduced power plant emissions in surrounding

states. Florida captures an estimateed $200 in annual environmental benefits per

4-kW capacity, the greatest magnitude of in-state benefits of any state, reflecting

marginal plant responses in Florida that deliver few benefits to other states. Penn-

sylvania appropriates $151 in annual benefits—19 percent of total benefits. A typical

4-kw system in California generates $24 in avoided pollution benefits annually for

the state.

California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, New York, North Carolina, and Pennsyl-

vania each captures a greater share of its solar generation benefits than any other

individual state. Elsewhere, the single greatest beneficiary of solar generation is not

the state in which solar capacity is located. For 34 states, the largest, single out-

of-state beneficiary receives more than twice the benefits of the local state in which

20 Our estimates suggest the typical New York array generates harms out-of-state, an affect that
is theoretically possible because a relatively clean generator may adjust supply in a non-continuous
fashion due to load changes, allowing a relatively dirty generator to increase supply.
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capacity is sited. For more than half, the ratio of benefits is four to one. Table

2.5 reports for solar capacity in each state the single other state that benefits most

from the capacity investment. It also reports the magnitude of annual benefits to

the largest single out-of-state beneficiary, as well as the ratio of those benefits to in-

state benefits. A typical 4-kW system in Maryland and Delaware generates annual

benefits to residents of Pennsylvania in excess of $170 per year. Pennsylvania is also

estimated to be the single largest beneficiary of solar capacity in Arkansas, Illinois,

Indiana, Michigan, New Jersey, Ohio, and West Virginia. A typical system in each

of those states generates more than $100 annually for Pennsylvania.

2.4.2 Energy value

Though policy is justified by non-appropriated environmental benefits, the value of

solar capacity depends also upon the energy value of generated electricity. This varies

within and across states according to characteristics of generators and the electricity

grid. As previously discussed, solar policy in many states causes prices received by

rooftop solar generators to deviate from energy value and to be invariant to local

variation imposed by transmission constraints. To estimate locations in which solar

capacity is of greatest total value, we sum estimates of marginal avoided damages

and estimates of the marginal costs of electricity generation.

Table 2.6 reports the average annual energy value of solar capacity by state. It is
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greatest in Rhode Island, Maryland, Connecticut, and Delaware, where it is equal to

$321 to $348 for a 4-kW system. Energy value is least in Washington, North Dakota

and Minnesota where it is estimated to be less than $200. The average value of annual

generation from a 4-kW system in California is estimated to be $261. The sum of

energy value and avoided pollution damages is greatest in Maryland, Delaware, and

New Jersey, where annual total benefits are estimated to range from $1408 to $1483.

Annual benefits of capacity in Maryland are estimated to exceed those of capacity in

Montana, Oregon, and Washington by about $1,200 per year. Total benefits are least

in Oregon at $282 per year. Annual energy and environmental benefits of California

capacity are an estimated average $452. A 4-kw system is worth $15,000 more in

present value located in Maryland than Oregon. Energy value and environmental

benefits are modestly negatively correlated in the data (ρ = −0.14).

Because the energy value of solar capacity depends partly upon whether it con-

tributes to or alleviates transmission congestion, and because congestion relief is

deemed one of the benefits of distributed solar capacity, we assess whether installed

capacity in California avoids transmission costs using hourly LMPs and congestion

prices in 2017. If the more than 900,000 rooftop solar arrays in California contributed

to congestion relief, then the mean, generation-weighted congestion price would be

positive, indicating that the typical rooftop system generates electricity downstream
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from a bottleneck, where it is particularly valuable. It thus contributes to conges-

tion relief. If mean congestion prices are negative, then the typical array is sited

upstream from a bottleneck, generating electricity where it is relatively abundant

and contributing to congestion.

Valuing hourly rooftop solar congestion benefits in each zip code in a typical year

at the congestion price of the most proximate network node realized in 2017, we

estimate the average rooftop solar array in California does not generate congestion

relief benefits. The annual value of congestion relief benefits is $-1.09, indicating the

system is installed at a node typically upstream of a transmission bottleneck, where

generation is relatively cheap when transmission constraints bind. Across zip codes,

congestion relief benefits of a 4-kW system vary from $-66.27 to $85.17 for 2017.

The greatest misallocation of solar capacity occurs in the San Diego metropolitan

area. In Chula Vista, a city east of San Diego, 7,800 rooftop systems generated an

estimated $374,000 less value in 2017 than they would have generated if the grid

were not congested. Installed panels in some San Diego zip codes also generated

negative congestion benefits. Yet installed capacity in other zip codes in San Diego

are estimated to have generated the greatest congestion relief in the state, valued at

as much as $286,500 in 2017. Figure 2.7 depicts the spatial distribution of energy

value per kW capacity in 2017. The figure shows that the most congested parts
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of the grid are located in the Los Angeles and San Diego areas, but that the least

congested nodes of the network are nearby.

Only one-third of California rooftop systems (318,455) generate positive conges-

tion value. The sum of these values was $4.87 million in 2017, or 7 percent of total

energy value generated by those systems. It is 2.7 percent of the approximately $181

million in total energy value generated by the entire installed rooftop capacity in the

state. These congestion relief benefits, however, were more than offset by 591,000

systems that contributed to congestion by generating upstream from bottlenecks,

foregoing $5.85 million in energy value that would have been realized in the absence

of congestion at those nodes.

Reallocation of a 4-kW system from an area of low congestion value to one of high

congestion value increases the annual energy value by as much as $150 per year, or

$1,870 in present value dollars over the 20-year lifetime of the system.21 Any sizable

reallocation of rooftop solar capacity to high value network nodes causes prices to

converge, lowering the gains from a marginal reallocation. The potential gains from

such a reallocation, then, are bounded from above by the difference in current energy

value and the product of current local marginal prices and optimized solar capacity.

We estimate these gains assuming solar is reallocated to highest local marginal price

21 Assumes a 5-percent discount rate.
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zip codes subject to the constraint that solar occupies no more than 30-percent of zip

code rooftops in order to mitigate grid stability concerns. Energy value of installed

capacity is estimated to increase by $15 million per year or 8.5 percent of current

energy value.

2.4.3 Uncertainty and sensitivity

The results reported in this section are estimated with uncertainty for several reasons.

First, the SAM model used to estimate zip-code-specific solar generation predicts

generation with some error. Freeman et al. (2014) validate popular solar models

against observational records at select solar sites. The SAM model exhibits an annual

error of +/−5 percent, considerably less than the annual error of the PVWatts model,

a version of which is employed by Siler-Evans et al. (2013) and Callaway et al. (2018)

and by many solar installers to predict generation for residential customers. The

hourly root mean squared error of the SAM model is 4 percent.

Second, the 13,724,160 marginal emissions parameters are also estimated with

uncertainty. This uncertainty is depicted in figures 2.3 and 2.4 for the sum across

Texas generators of plant-specific emissions and generation responses. Each marginal

plant response is estimated 750 times from bootstrap samples blocked by day. For

each block-bootstrap sample, all plant emission responses are estimated. The sum

of marginal emissions responses is depicted in gray for each bootstrap sample. The
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mean across these estimates is depicted in blue, and a 95-percent confidence interval is

defined by the series plotted in black. The average coefficient of variation ranges from

0.373 for SO2 to 0.0506 for CO2. Uncertainty in zip code avoided emissions given

solar generation is characterized by sampling from the bootstrapped distribution

of plant emissions coefficients. The 95-percent confidence intervals of these 30,105

avoided emissions estimates is available from the authors upon request. In Texas, for

example, the average across-zip code standard deviation in total damages per 4kW

installation is $3.75, less than 2% of average total damages across Texas ($200.84).

Though these parameters are estimated fairly precisely, the effect of this uncertainty

is to render the marginal emissions of some zip codes statistically indistinguishable.

This, in turn, implies some uncertainty in gains from reallocation of capacity within

Texas.

Finally, uncertainty characterizes the translation of emissions changes to mone-

tized damages. Holland et al. (2016) consider sensitivity of damages to key parame-

ters of the AP2 model, the predecessor of the AP3 model we employ. Model results

are sensitive to assumptions about the value of a statistical life, the social cost of

carbon, and the dose-response function relating particulate matter concentrations to

mortality. The cumulative uncertainty causes uncertainty in the environmental ben-

efits of solar capacity, the gains from reallocations of solar capacity, and the transfers
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across states implicit in solar capacity investments.

Also, to the extent that pollution emissions are restricted by binding emissions

caps, as intended by some EPA programs and state carbon policies, then our esti-

mates of avoided damages are too high (Holland et al. (2016). As Holland et al.

(2016) note, however, it is likely that caps in some of these pollution markets were

not binding during the study period, diminishing concern about this source of bias

in our estimates.

Our empirical estimates of marginal emissions coefficients for each plant allows

flexible modeling of pollution responses across the grid without imposing assumptions

about the technologies of generators or the capacities of transmission lines connect-

ing them. This flexibility comes at the cost of being backward looking. Our analysis

is based upon historical data from January 1, 2007 to December 31, 2015. Changes

to the electricity grid may change these marginal emissions rates and marginal dam-

ages, affecting the benefits of solar capacity investments. We do not attempt to

model the future electricity grid. There are reasons, however, to expect marginal

emissions and damages will be relatively stable for the foreseeable future. Even

as renewable capacity grows, lowering average emissions, renewables are typically

not marginal, so marginal emissions will be governed by coal and natural gas plant

emission intensities, not those of renewables. Indeed, Holland et al. (2018) show
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marginal damages are relatively constant over substantial ranges of load, demon-

strating that even large changes in net load do not imply large changes in marginal

emissions. Though they also show that marginal damages have not changed dra-

matically in the eastern and western interconnections for large ranges of load over

the periods 2010-2012 and 2014-2016, marginal damages are estimated to have sta-

tistically significant trends. Marginal damages in the Eastern interconnection are

decreasing overtime, whereas they are increasing in the Western interconnection. A

convergence of marginal damages across the U.S. diminishes the gains from efficient

capacity siting across interconnections.

2.5 Discussion

Advocating for a statewide goal of 12 GW of clean, local electricity generating capac-

ity in 2011, California’s Governor, Jerry Brown, remarked,“This is tens of thousands

of little decisions. The distribution is its strength and also its challenge.”22 This

paper shows distributed decisions nationwide have produced an installed capacity

of more than 1.4 million rooftop solar arrays that neither maximizes energy value

of solar generation nor avoided damages from fossil-fuel generation. The misalloca-

tion of solar capacity chiefly sacrifices environmental benefits that vary across the

U.S. mostly due to heterogeneity in the technologies of marginal responding fossil

22 http://articles.latimes.com/2011/jul/26/business/la-fi-small-renewables-20110726
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generators and their locations relative to population centers.

The misallocation of solar capacity may partly reflect heterogeneity in solar de-

mand among investors, but federal, state, and local policies distort the prices private

investors receive. No solar policy accounts for heterogeneity in environmental ben-

efits. Thus, none provides the second-best Pigouvian subsidy to solar generation or

solar capacity. A second-best Pigouvian subsidy would provide correct price signals

to direct efficient allocation of solar capacity within or across states. Absent sub-

sidies that reflect heterogeneous environmental benefits, it is unsurprising private

investments fail to maximize these benefits.

Policy also distorts prices private investors receive for the energy value of their

generation. Net metering policies common to 41 states pay solar generators at rates

exceeding wholesale prices or electricity marginal costs. These prices are also in-

variant to congestion benefits. Unsurprisingly, therefore, there is no evidence that

California’s more than 900,000 rooftop solar arrays help to alleviate congestion, even

though congestion relief is a purported benefit of distributed solar capacity.

The foregone energy and environmental benefits of rooftop solar capacity consti-

tute a cost of policies that favor investments in distributed generation capacity over

utility-scale capacity investments that are governed by price signals that appropri-

ately value energy, if not avoided pollution. Policy can be better targeted to achieve
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efficient capacity allocations. Subsidies can vary with site-specific environmental

benefits and compensation for energy value can vary with local marginal costs. Still,

incentive programs will invariably be plagued by free riding among inframarginal so-

lar adopters who take advantage of incentives even though they would make capacity

investments absent policy. Hughes and Podolefsky (2015), for instance, estimate a

rebate elasticity of solar adoption in California of about 0.5, suggesting considerable

program cost per additional kW of installed capacity.23 Inframarginal adopters not

only limit additionality of public expenditures, but also diminish the likelihood that

capacity is installed in highest-benefit areas. The cost-effectiveness of solar policy is,

thus, diminished relative to direct public investments in capacity like those made by

regulated utilities or utility-contracted independent generators.

The historic role of utilities in directing grid investments is threatened by generous

subsidies in many states to rooftop solar capacity relative to central-plant solar. The

persistence of utilities is also threatened by net-metering policies in many states that

allow solar adopters to avoid paying for fixed costs of the grid that are apportioned in

volumetric energy charges. This fixed-cost avoidance raises the burdens on non-solar

adopters, potentially inducing further solar adoptions—or grid defections—and still

higher burdens on non-adopters. Such an unraveling of the market for grid electricity

23 In similar analysis, Rogers and Sexton (2015) estimate a public cost per additional kW capacity
under the California Solar Initiative in excess of $3,000, equal to at least half the total cost per unit
of capacity installed under the program.
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is termed the “utility death spiral,” and it could yield autarchic markets like those

that existed a century ago. If rooftop solar capacity yields no congestion relief, as

we show in California, then the persistence of a policy preference for distributed

generation solar must reflect other policy maker objectives.

These results also highlight a cost of policy preferences that favor within border

renewable energy generation over renewable electricity imports. Twenty-nine states

have renewable portfolio standards that are intended to reduce emissions of glob-

ally mixing greenhouse gases and improve local air pollution. For many states, the

greatest carbon mitigation and improvement in local air quality may be achieved by

capacity investments in other jurisdictions. We have shown that the greatest sin-

gle beneficiaries of state investments in solar capacity tend not to be the states in

which the investments are made, but rather other states that are linked via physical

processes of the electric grid and air transport. Coasian transactions among states

could achieve greater efficiency in solar siting decisions.

This analysis also shows that states capture only 15 percent of the local pollution

benefits generated by solar capacity investments.24 Therefore, these are prone to

free-riding even among local and state jurisdictions that subsidize it, warranting

intervention at the national level where benefits are more fully appropriated. Despite

24 The share of CO2 mitigation benefits appropriated by states is arbitrarily small if these are
apportioned worldwide according to population.
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the risk of free-riding by states and local jurisdictions, we find that state subsidies

are essentially uncorrelated with in-state benefits or benefit shares, though the states

capturing least benefits do subsidize at the lowest rates.

Substantial spillovers of solar capacity benefits also suggest the EPA’s Cross State

Air Pollution Rule that caps pollution emissions of regulated states could incentivize

solar adoption by crediting states for the share of their solar capacity investments

that avoid pollution in downwind states. It also implies states intending to improve

air quality for their respective residents may optimally employ policy instruments

other than solar generation subsidies. Holland et al. (2016), for instance, estimate

that only 19 percent of damages from in-state vehicle tailpipe emissions are exported

out of state through air transport. States can also subsidize pollution abatement

at in-state sources, thereby limiting subsidies to emissions changes at out-of-state,

downwind generators.

2.6 Conclusion

This paper provides the first systematic, theoretically consistent and empirically

valid estimates of the heterogeneous environmental benefits of rooftop solar capacity

investments across the U.S. The average environmental benefits are equal to $569 per

year, though these would increase if capacity were allocated across states—or even
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within them—in order to maximize these benefits. These benefits are estimated to

be greatest in the U.S. Midwest and Mid-Atlantic regions and least in the West,

including California, where nearly two-thirds of rooftop systems are located. The

average rooftop investment is subsidized at a rate approximately equal to its exter-

nal benefits, yet subsidies are uncorrelated with environmental benefits, so systems

generating the greatest external benefits are under-subsidized. On average, only 15

percent of external benefits are appropriated within states where capacity invest-

ments are made; the rest spillover to other states with implications for state and

federal air pollution control policy.

Though distributed generation capacity like rooftop solar is intended to alleviate

grid congestion, we find no evidence that the 900,000 systems installed in California

provide congestion relief. This result and evidence of rooftop capacity misallocation

are indicative of policies that obscure efficient prices from private investors. They also

suggest persistence of a wide-spread policy preference for rooftop over utility-scale

solar reflects objectives other than least-cost pollution avoidance.
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Table 2.1: Summary Statistics

Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Solar Generation

Annual kWh 6357.4 656.1 4344.7 8647.3

Avoided Pollution Damages

Total Annual Dollars 568.9 373.0 60.7 1224.7
CO2 166.2 71.6 24.2 396.0
NOx 55.4 38.1 4.6 126.9
PM25 22.7 18.0 −3.5 57.9
SO2 324.6 285.5 1.1 885.3

Subsidies

Annual Subsidy 599.9 269.2 218.8 2,843.8
Subsidy Less Damages 31.0 492.9 −800.7 2,089.5

Energy Value

Total Annual Dollars 247.0 35.9 138.6 371.1

Notes: Annual kWh in first panel is estimated annual solar generation in kWh. The second
panel reports the total and pollution-specific dollar values of avoided pollution emissions (in
dollars). The third panel reports Annual Subsidy calculated as the net present value per
kWh of all solar subsidies multiplied by annual generation. “Subsidy less damages” reports
the difference between subsidy and damages. Positive values indicate over-subsidization.
Mean “Annual Subsidy” and “Subsidy less damages” are weighted by installed capacity.
The bottom panel reports the mean annual energy value of generation measured as the
product of hourly average marginal cost of electricity supply and hourly generation.
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Figure 2.1: Total Annual A/C Electricity Generation per 4kw Solar Capacity. De-
picted is modeled annual alternating-current (A/C) electricity generation (in MWh)
per 4-kW solar capacity for each U.S. zip code. Generation is greatest in the South-
west.
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Figure 2.2: Damages Per Ton SO2 Emissions by County. Damages per ton of SO2

are shown by county of pollution source. Damages are estimated by the AP3 model.
Darker blue regions reflect relatively low damages. Green to yellow regions are those
in which a ton of emissions is costlier.
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(a) Generation (and PM2.5)

(b) NOX

Figure 2.3: Marginal Emissions by Month and Daylight Hour and 95% CI. Depicted
in blue for each daylight hour and each month of the year are the mean sum of plant
generation and emissions responses to a 1MW change in load. These are shown for the
Texas interconnection. Each grey series shows the sum of plant-specific coefficients
for one of 750 block-bootstrap samples. A 95-percent confidence interval is bounded
by the series shown in black.
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(a) CO2

(b) SO2

Figure 2.4: Marginal Emissions by Month and Daylight Hour and 95% CI. Depicted
in blue for each daylight hour and each month of the year are the mean sum of plant
generation and emissions responses to a 1MW change in load. These are shown for the
Texas interconnection. Each grey series shows the sum of plant-specific coefficients
for one of 750 block-bootstrap samples. A 95-percent confidence interval is bounded
by the series shown in black.
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Figure 2.5: Total Annual Avoided Environmental Damages per 4kw Solar Capacity.
Zip-code specific annual avoided pollution damages from 4kW capacity in dollars.
Darker shades of blue indicate lower annual damages. Brighter green to yellow regions
indicate greatest pollution damage avoidance.

Figure 2.6: Installed Rooftop Solar Arrays. Depicted in red are locations of in-
stalled solar capacity. Each dot represents 10 rooftop arrays. Dots are depicted in
diminished opacity so that darker colors indicate greater density of arrays.
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Figure 2.7: Annual Value of Electricity Generation per kW. Shown by zip code is
the annual value in dollars of electricity generated per kW solar capacity in 2017 as
determined by local marginal prices at the most proximate network node.

Figure 2.8: In-State Shares of Avoided Local Pollution Benefits. Share of avoided
pollution damages appropriated by the state in which a unit solar capacity is in-
stalled.
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Table 2.2: State Average Subsidies and Damages

State S
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Mass. 0.33 0.01 1913 Virginia 0.06 0.05 80
Rhode Island 0.15 0.01 844 Florida 0.08 0.07 70
Connecticut 0.14 0.01 778 Kentucky 0.07 0.07 24
New York 0.14 0.01 764 Mississippi 0.07 0.07 -32
California 0.11 0.02 627 Kansas 0.08 0.09 -47
N. Hampshire 0.12 0.01 599 Minnesota 0.09 0.10 -54
Vermont 0.11 0.02 537 Georgia 0.07 0.09 -69
Arizona 0.09 0.03 479 Wisconsin 0.11 0.12 -77
Utah 0.08 0.02 445 Nebraska 0.08 0.10 -107
Maine 0.09 0.01 429 N. Dakota 0.08 0.10 -153
Oregon 0.09 0.02 416 Oklahoma 0.06 0.09 -171
S. Carolina 0.10 0.04 391 Lousiana 0.11 0.15 -215
New Jersey 0.24 0.18 378 Iowa 0.10 0.14 -292
Idaho 0.07 0.02 361 Illinois 0.12 0.18 -341
Washington 0.08 0.02 356 Arkansas 0.07 0.13 -380
Montana 0.07 0.02 338 S. Dakota 0.04 0.10 -415
New Mexico 0.07 0.03 320 Delaware 0.11 0.18 -469
Tennessee 0.11 0.06 279 Michigan 0.08 0.17 -482
Nevada 0.07 0.03 277 Maryland 0.10 0.18 -506
Wyoming 0.06 0.02 275 Missouri 0.08 0.16 -540
Colorado 0.08 0.05 272 Ohio 0.08 0.17 -561
Texas 0.06 0.04 193 Pennsylvania 0.08 0.18 -600
N. Carolina 0.07 0.04 171 Indiana 0.07 0.18 -626
Alabama 0.10 0.08 119 West Virginia 0.06 0.18 -678

Notes: Subsidy and average Avoided Damages are reported per kWh. Subsidy streams are discounted to present
value at a 5 percent annual rate. Net Annual Subsidy is annual subsidy less total annual damages avoided. States
are ordered by Net Annual Subsidy.
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Table 2.3: Simulated Allocations of Installed Solar Capacity

Installed U.S U.S. 30% State State 30%

Total Avoided Damages 353.3 1,693.0 1,659.0 416.7 398.7

Number of zips 12840 745 2312 513 1370

Mean Avoided Damages 243.9 1168.7 1145.2 287.6 275.2

Notes: Total Avoided Damages reported in millions of U.S. dollars. Mean avoided damages per 4-kW
system are reported in dollars.

Figure 2.9: Intrastate Reallocation of Solar Capacity subject to Grid Stability
Concerns Depicted in blue are solar capacity locations following intrastate realloca-
tion subject to grid stability concerns limiting solar to 30 percent of rooftops in any
zip code. Shown in red are locations of installed solar capacity. Each dot represents
10 rooftop arrays. Dots are depicted in diminished opacity so that darker colors
indicate greater density of arrays.
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Table 2.4: In-state vs. Out-of-state Environmental Benefits
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Florida 200.53 140.93 60.37 Wisconsin 13.46 499.84 3.04
Pennsylvania 151.33 666.19 18.50 Louisiana 11.54 647.88 2.13
Georgia 94.94 324.52 22.16 Mississippi 10.09 429.20 2.26
Ohio 82.21 731.61 10.10 Kansas 8.41 265.24 3.08
N. Carolina 67.03 69.10 50.66 Delaware 8.36 929.52 0.89
New York 64.94 -12.17 125.89 Minnesota 7.62 402.70 1.86
New Jersey 60.83 806.82 9.42 Arizona 6.50 74.76 7.91
Maryland 51.48 878.24 5.54 N. Hampshire 4.93 45.11 9.97
Alaska 51.48 327.37 12.42 Iowa 4.73 446.67 1.05
Illinois 42.19 868.02 4.70 Rhode Island 4.62 40.38 10.37
Texas 40.12 97.40 47.02 Maine 3.68 50.72 6.82
Kentucky 38.07 346.17 13.40 Arkansas 3.40 696.81 0.74
Virginia 34.20 330.51 16.35 Washington 2.23 25.36 8.12
S. Carolina 34.16 103.52 24.84 New Mexico 1.78 126.82 2.03
Michigan 33.39 738.91 4.48 Nevada 1.69 63.88 2.52
Massachusetts 31.33 12.74 72.05 Nebraska 1.33 416.32 0.41
Indiana 27.21 827.21 3.18 Vermont 1.28 55.78 2.27
Missouri 27.10 821.87 4.06 Utah 0.96 35.51 2.66
California 24.15 8.13 77.63 Oregon 0.84 29.08 2.82
West Virginia 22.16 796.49 2.66 Wyoming 0.48 72.57 0.70
Tennessee 19.57 253.54 7.42 Idaho 0.42 31.46 1.32
Colorado 17.20 90.11 16.12 South Dakota 0.35 414.54 0.11
Oklahoma 13.90 259.31 5.12 Montana 0.27 64.92 0.82
Connecticut 13.59 28.83 32.42 North Dakota 0.20 414.88 0.05

Notes: Reported are annual average avoided damages that accrue in-state versus those that accrue out of
state. “Percent In-State” indicates the percentage of total benefits accruing in the local, adopting state.
States are ordered by magnitudes of in-state benefits.
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Table 2.5: Benefits to Largest Out-of-State Beneficiary

State Beneficiary A
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Delaware Penn. 173.24 20.73 Connecticut New York 66.90 4.92
Maryland Penn. 171.86 3.34 Kansas Illinois 66.55 7.91
New Jersey Penn. 159.93 2.63 Oklahoma Illinois 66.18 4.76
Indiana Penn. 159.35 5.86 Georgia Alabama 65.29 0.69
W. Virginia Penn. 151.71 6.85 Kentucky Ohio 64.50 1.69
Ohio Penn. 151.68 1.84 Vermont New York 64.38 50.13
Michigan Penn. 141.56 4.24 Tennessee Ohio 61.25 3.13
Illinois Penn. 118.70 2.81 Virginia N. Carolina 58.03 1.70
Arkansas Penn. 103.23 30.39 Mississippi Penn. 47.28 4.68
Penn. New York 100.57 0.66 N. Carolina S. Carolina 32.53 0.49
Missouri Ohio 92.69 3.42 New York Mass. 29.57 0.46
Louisiana Penn. 89.13 7.73 Florida Georgia 22.06 0.11
Iowa Ohio 81.07 17.14 New Mexico Illinois 13.98 7.86
Wisconsin Ohio 78.47 5.83 Texas Illinois 12.84 0.32
Nebraska Ohio 77.70 58.24 Arizona California 11.64 1.79
S. Dakota Ohio 77.03 217.16 Colorado Texas 11.42 0.66
N. Dakota Ohio 76.70 389.84 Nevada California 9.74 5.78
Minnesota Ohio 76.50 10.04 Wyoming Colorado 9.55 19.72
Alabama Georgia 73.08 1.42 Montana Ohio 7.48 28.09
S. Carolina N. Carolina 70.21 2.06 Utah California 4.95 5.13
Rhode
Island

New York 68.63 14.85 Idaho California 4.12 9.78

Maine New York 68.38 18.59 Oregon California 3.78 4.49
Mass. New York 67.83 2.16 Washington California 3.52 1.58
N. Hamp. New York 67.10 13.62 California Arizona 1.36 0.06

Notes: Reported for each state is the different state in which maximum environmental benefits accrue, the
magnitudes of those benefits, and the ratio of those benefits to the benefits that accrue in-state. States are
ordered by the magnitudes of benefits accruing to a different state.
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Table 2.6: Energy Value and Total Benefits by State
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Maryland 1483 340 Kentucky 643 236
Delaware 1479 322 Virgnia 624 312
New Jersey 1408 298 Tennessee 593 216
West
Virginia

1345 288 Colorado 546 218

Illinois 1328 236 New Mexico 545 277
Penn. 1326 272 N. Carolina 529 250
Indiana 1303 237 S. Carolina 521 244
Ohio 1259 249 Nevada 506 258
Missouri 1251 222 Texas 500 258
Lousiana 1220 244 Arizona 478 218
Michigan 1207 239 California 452 262
Iowa 1113 223 Rhode Island 427 348
Arkansas 1013 219 Maine 409 325

Wisconsin 978 231
N.
Hampshire

404 322

S. Dakota 853 206 Wyoming 400 237
Nebraska 845 201 Connecticut 400 324
Oklahoma 837 248 Mass. 398 322
Kansas 818 233 New York 387 301
Minnesota 816 198 Vermont 369 278
N. Dakota 800 192 Utah 360 254
Geogria 769 224 Idaho 341 243
Florida 726 221 Montana 321 227
Alabama 708 218 Washington 289 204
Mississippi 690 218 Oregon 282 196

Notes: Reported in dollars for each state is the estimated total annual benefit of 4-
kW solar capacity determined as the sum of energy value and avoided damages. Also
reported are energy values (in dollars). States are ordered by the magnitudes of total
benefits.
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Figure 2.10: Interstate Reallocation of Solar Capacity subject to Grid Stability
Concerns. Depicted in blue are solar capacity locations following interstate realloca-
tion subject to grid stability concerns limiting solar to 30 percent of rooftops in any
zip code. Shown in red are locations of installed solar capacity. Each dot represents
10 rooftop arrays. Dots are depicted in diminished opacity so that darker colors
indicate greater density of arrays.
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3

Averting expenditures and desirable goods:

Consumer demand for bottled water in the

presence of fracking (Co-author: T. Robert Fetter)

Note: This work was co-authored with T. Robert Fetter. Kirkpatrick’s contribution

involved conception of the original idea, development of the econometric model, and

estimation of the structural results. In addition, the incorporation of reduced form

results were undertaken collaboratively.
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3.1 Introduction

The rise of hydraulic fracturing (‘fracking’) in the United States has led to a dramatic

increase in oil and gas extraction as well as a significant spatial shift in extraction

activity. Many areas located over shale deposits have seen a host of benefits including

jobs, lower energy prices, royalties, and tax revenues, as well as attendant increased

burdens on public infrastructure including roads, water supplies, and wastewater

treatment (Hausman and Kellogg, 2015). Furthermore, public fears of potential

drinking water contamination have grown prominent.

Fracking involves extracting gas and/or oil from geologic formations below the

caprock that forms the geologic floor for groundwater. This requires a well bore to

pass through groundwater strata. When well bore casings are not properly sealed, it

is possible for either components of drilling and fracking fluids or geologic methane

to intrude into groundwater aquifers. Contamination risks also arise from other

aspects of the production process, such as possible leaks in plastic liners on holding

ponds, or spills from trucks or pipelines. As the magnitude and consequences of

these risks are not well understood, households build perceptions of risks to water

quality; these perceptions, in turn, influence household choices over consumption of

tap water and alternative water sources. Previous research suggests that nearby drill

rigs and fracturing activity cause decreased property values (Muehlenbachs et al.,
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2015b; Gopalakrishnan and Klaiber, 2013), decreased property rents (Muehlenbachs

et al., 2015a), and increased purchases of bottled water (Wrenn et al., 2016).

One way to estimate welfare effects from changes in environmental quality, such

as water quality, is to measure averting or defensive expenditures: that is, household

expenditures on goods or services that ameliorate or substitute for the change in

environmental quality. Intuitively, if averting expenditures reduce households’ expo-

sure to pollution—but households can reduce their exposure only so far—the averting

expenditure represents a lower bound on consumers’ willingness-to-pay for improved

environmental quality. However, when the behavior or substitute has other charac-

teristics that provide positive utility, the averting expenditure may not represent a

lower bound after all (Bartik, 1988). When consumers choose averting behaviors,

their willingness to pay includes other characteristics of the substitute good, besides

perceived higher environmental quality. For instance, consumers who perceive water

quality risks from fracking and choose to substitute bottled water for tap water may

also enjoy the taste of bottled water, or the portability of bottles. If these char-

acteristics enter consumers’ utility functions directly, then expenditures on bottled

water do not represent a lower bound on the compensating variation for a change

in water quality. Rather, the observed expenditures should be adjusted downward

to account for the component of utility that is due to other desirable characteristics.
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Yet this adjustment is not common in the literature, and papers that use defensive

expenditures to measure WTP for public goods mention the issue infrequently, and

even more rarely account for it empirically.

We employ models common in the industrial organization field to estimate house-

hold demand functions for bottled water, and include “avoiding potentially contam-

inated tap water” as a time- and location-varying attribute of water purchases. We

begin with a traditional horizontal consumer demand model extended to allow for

consumer heterogeneity over observable and unobservable characteristics, as well as

estimating household-level fixed effects in preferences for the “outside good”, tap

water. We estimate our model using supermarket scanner data with fine resolution

both spatially (zip code) and temporally (weekly).

We also evaluate the change in pure expenditure due to the entry of fracking in

a reduced-form context. This allows us to compare the WTP implied by a pure-

expenditure model to the WTP implied by the demand model. Results from our

preferred models suggest that consumers respond to the entry of fracking by increas-

ing purchases of bottled water, with an average expenditure of $56.89 per household

per quarter, but only $16.99 per household per quarter is attributable to the specific

attribute of avoiding exposure to tap water potentially contaminated (or perceived
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to be contaminated) by fracking.1

Our paper makes several contributions. First, we extend the environmental val-

uation literature by applying a structural model of consumer demand to a private

retail good that is linked to environmental quality. As information on consumer

purchases becomes more readily available, it becomes more feasible for researchers

to assess willingness to pay for non-market goods, like environmental quality, by

measuring changes in consumption of market substitutes. We build on efforts of

previous researchers who have used supermarket scanner data in reduced-form mod-

els to estimate WTP for environmental quality, particularly those who have used

bottled water expenditures to measure WTP for water quality (Graff Zivin et al.,

2011; Wrenn et al., 2016). These researchers suggest the resulting estimates represent

a lower-bound WTP, but do not address the degree to which the so-called “lower

bound” may be overstated due to joint production (of utility) that arises from desir-

able product characteristics. We address this, and offer an empirical demonstration

of an alternative approach that addresses the concern noted by Bartik (1988).

Second, we contribute to research on the benefits and costs of increased fracking

activity. In addition to many economic benefits, other authors have documented

1 The $16.99 figure is based on the monetary value of the change in indirect utility associated with
consumption of bottled water per ounce, and assumes constant marginal utility of bottled water
consumption. As we discuss in detail later, declining marginal utility is a more realistic assumption,
and would result in a lower estimate.
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costs associated with air pollution emissions, increased trucking, habitat fragmenta-

tion, and noise and crime (Mason et al., 2015). Perceived and real impacts to water

quality, including drinking water resources, have also been a central concern among

policymakers and local residents. In theory, as Hausman and Kellogg (2015) note,

any observed changes in home values capture the value of all local environmental

disamenities to the marginal resident. However, changes in housing prices may also

capture the effects of local booms, in addition to environmental disamenities.2 In

addition, when consumers have heterogeneous preferences, changes in housing prices

may not accurately capture marginal valuations or welfare effects (Kuminoff and

Pope, 2014; Hausman and Kellogg, 2015). Furthermore, policymakers and others

may wish to understand how much of a composite impact is attributable to concerns

about water quality, and studying this (and potentially other component parts) pro-

vides useful information about the overall magnitude of the value of environmental

disamenities.

Finally, we contribute to the literature on demand estimation by addressing a

specific type of household-level heterogeneity with a novel specification that allows

us to capture household-level taste for tap water. Consideration of this type of

heterogeneity is important for consumer demand models where households may have

2 Local boom effects may also affect consumers’ expenditures on bottled water. However, we can
control for this explicitly because we observe (time-varying) household-level income and expendi-
tures.
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varied tastes for the “outside good,” the alternative to not purchasing any of the

products in the model. The situation is particularly relevant to the health insurance

purchase decision, where those opting to not purchase health insurance may do so

due to persistent (but unobserved) tastes. We use simulation to show that failing to

account for this heterogeneity leads to biased and potentially inconsistent estimates.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows: Section 3.2 provides background

on the empirical setting and discusses related literature. In Section 3.3 we describe

our model. In Section 3.4 we document the data we use. In Section 3.5 we provide

results and discussion, and Section 3.6 concludes.

3.2 Background

3.2.1 Hydraulic Fracturing

The rise of hydraulic fracturing for shale gas in US energy production has been

dramatic. Shale gas grew from 5% of total US dry gas supply in 2004 to 56%

in 2015.3 Thanks to the suite of technologies that has allowed production from

formations that were previously judged uneconomic, natural gas has largely replaced

coal in the production of electricity. 4 The largest contribution to shale gas has been

3 EIA Natural Gas Monthly data through December, STEO through May 2015 and Drilling Info;
http://www.eia.gov/conference/2015/pdf/presentations/staub.pdf.

4 http://www.cnbc.com/2015/07/14/natural-gas-tops-coal-as-top-source-of-electric-power-
generation-in-us.html
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from the Marcellus Shale, which underlies Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio, and West

Virginia.

The dramatic growth in production has brought significant economic benefits as

well as environmental concerns. Among the more prominent environmental concerns

is the potential for contamination of surface water and groundwater. The fracturing

process involves the high-pressure injection of millions of gallons of fluid down a

wellbore, including chemicals that may be toxic or regulated (Stringfellow et al.,

2014; Fetter, 2019). After the fracture has been completed, much of this water, as

well as other produced water from the shale formation, may return to the surface,

bearing contaminants from deep underground (sometimes including heavy metals or

radionuclides (Olmstead et al., 2013)). Since the wellbore and production casing

must extend through groundwater resources to reach the productive shale, concerns

have been raised that improper casing or other errors in the production process could

result in groundwater contamination.

Another source of possible water contamination arises from the disposal of flow-

back fluid. In the Marcellus region, especially in Pennsylvania, geologic features

constrain the ability of operators to reinject the flowback fluid back underground.

The flowback can sometimes be recycled into fracturing fluid for a subsequent frac-

ture, but this is not always feasible, due to high concentrations of dissolved solids
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that may hinder its effectiveness (Blauch, 2010). Alternative disposal options include

expensive truck transport across state lines to Ohio or West Virginia, where injection

wells are more readily available. The other major disposal option is discharge to a

wastewater treatment facility, but a number of studies have found that municipal

facilities lack the technology to adequately remove contaminants frequently present

in flowback water. As a result, flowback fluid disposal may threaten both surface

water and groundwater resources.

Other research, as well as popular media such as the film Gasland, has addressed

the possibility that methane could migrate through strata into groundwater re-

sources. Although this possibility is contested in scientific literature, with several

papers suggesting that shale gas production decreases the likelihood of methane in-

filtration into groundwater by relieving pressure exerted by gas formations, it remains

a matter of widespread public fear that may lead consumers to invest in defensive

expenditures so as to avoid perceived risks to water quality.

3.2.2 Welfare Effects and Averting Behavior

There is a long history of economic literature on measuring averting expenditures on

market goods to measure willingness to pay for improvements in non-market goods

such as environmental quality. The basic idea recognizes that demand for ‘defen-

sive’ products such as air filters is a function partly of the utility from consuming
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the outside option, such as unfiltered air. Intuitively, one way to estimate societal

willingness to pay for a public good like high-quality ambient air would be to mea-

sure private expenditures on defensive technologies that allow individual households

to avoid air pollution. However, to the extent that these defensive technologies do

not allow households to avoid all of the ill effects, defensive or averting expenditures

would represent a lower bound for willingness to pay.

Several recent empirical analyses have used logic along these lines to impute

preferences for environmental quality, including willingness to pay for improved air

quality based on expenditures for face masks (Zhang and Mu, 2018), for averting

climate change (warmer temperatures) based on residential electricity consumption

(Deschênes and Greenstone, 2011), and for higher quality drinking water based on ex-

penditures for bottled water (Graff Zivin et al., 2011; Wrenn et al., 2016). Although

the critique we highlight here—that defensive expenditures may offer additional de-

sirable characteristics to consumers and therefore do not necessarily represent a lower

bound—has been known in the literature since at least Bartik (1988), these analyses

do not explicitly recognize the implications for the use of averting expenditures. Ad-

mittedly, this concern is likely to have a larger impact in some contexts than others:

it is easy to believe bottled water has desirable characteristics other than possibly

higher quality, for instance, but not so easy to believe the same is true of disposable
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face masks used by healthy individuals.5

Courant and Porter (1981) argued that averting expenditures may not, in fact,

represent a lower bound for willingness to pay for improved environmental quality,

depending on the consumer’s utility function and the properties of the technology by

which averting expenditures achieve their purpose. Bartik (1988) noted several rea-

sons that using averting expenditures could be problematic. One of these is that the

lower bound argument on averting expenditures does not hold when the expenditure

enters the consumer’s utility function directly (e.g., the case of joint production).

For instance, air conditioning produces cooler and drier air, thus averting some of

the adverse consequences of climate change, but can also reduce some indoor air

pollutants, and this latter benefit also enters the utility function directly. Therefore,

in cases of joint production analysts ought to account for how households value “de-

fensive measures for non-defensive reasons” is necessary in cases of joint production

(Bartik, 1988; Dickie, 2003).

A simple example shows the joint production problem in averting expenditures

applied to the present context. Let the market for bottled water consist of one

product type and one consumer. Suppose the consumer is willing to pay $.99 for

the bottle of water based on the taste, portability, and brand of the good, and the

5 In addition, we hope that policymakers are interested in not just the lower bound of WTP but
the true value, which would also include, for instance, health consequences that consumers do not
manage to avoid by defensive expenditures (Graff Zivin et al., 2011; Reynolds et al., 2008).
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exogenous price of the good is $1.00. Therefore, the consumer does not purchase

the bottled water. However, once fracking appears in the consumer’s vicinity, the

consumer is willing to pay $.02 to avoid consuming their tap water. Having a new

willingness to pay of $1.01 and a constant price of $1.00, the consumer now purchases

the bottled water. In an averting expenditures framework, a full $1.00 is deemed an

averting expense - it was not spent prior to fracking, but was spent after fracking

appears. This does not account for the $.99 of joint production. Although the

compensating variation of the bottled water as an alternative to consuming tap water

possibly affected by fracking is $.02, the “lower bound” in an averting expenditures

framework is $1.00.

A graphical example is shown in Figure 3.1, where D1 is the initial demand curve

for bottled water, and D2 is the demand after fracking arrives in the vicinity, in-

creasing individuals’ willingness to pay for bottled water. The reduced form averting

expenditures estimate is price × (Q2 − Q1). However, the dollar equivalent is the

area between D1 and D2 over Qmax. In this example, the reduced form estimate is

not the lower bound - rather, the area between the curves is less than the area below

S and between Q2 and Q1.
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Figure 3.1: Simple Example of Structural Versus Reduced Form

Disentangling the change in utility resulting from the arrival of fracking requires

estimating the parameters of the underlying indirect utility functions over heteroge-

neous consumers (Timmins and Schlenker, 2009), necessitating a structural model of

consumer demand. Estimating on data in multiple markets with multiple consumers

both pre- and post-fracking allows for parameterization of the individual indirect

utility function with respect to fracking. With an indirect utility function including

the marginal utility of income in hand, it is straightforward to calculate the dollar

equivalent of utility changes between a world with and without fracking.
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3.3 Models

3.3.1 Discrete Choice Structural Model of Consumer Demand

We model consumer choices within a horizontal discrete choice framework common in

the industrial organization and consumer demand literature. The use of a horizontal

model allows for products that are differentiated along multiple dimensions and with

varying characteristics. The discrete choice model used here is a type of random util-

ity model (RUM) first established by Lancaster (1966) and McFadden et al. (1973).

The advantage of a RUM is that the specification is grounded in economic theory and

is consistent with utility maximization, but also allows for unobserved components.

The use of random terms rationalizes different utility-maximizing choices even when

made by consumers with identical characteristics. The generalized extreme value

(GEV) RUM (Walker and Ben-Akiva, 2002) incorporates complex correlations in

the random component over products and consumer characteristics. For an in-depth

description of discrete choice RUM models, see Train (2009).

The indirect utility for consumer i gained from consuming bottled water product

j in market t is defined as U(xjt, pjt, τit; θ), a function of observed product char-

acteristics (xjt), price (pjt), individual consumer characteristics (τit), and unknown

parameters to be estimated (θ). Throughout this analysis, a market is defined at the

store-week level and notated as t. This indirect utility is specified as:
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uijt = αi(yi − pjt) + xjtβi + εijt (3.1)

Where εijt is an unobserved stochastic term distributed Type 1 Extreme Value. For

any choice occasion, a high value of εijt induces greater utility for consumer i for

product j. We first normalize the outside good of “no purchase” to zero and note

that the choice of product j depends only on relative utilities across products j ∈ J .

Income enters the utility of each choice identically and, because only relative utilities

matter, may be dropped from the specification. Notating the choice outcome as

dijt = 1 if product i is chosen and zero otherwise, the T1EV assumption on εijt

yields the following familiar logit probability:

Pr(dijt = 1) = Pr(uijt > uikt ∀k 6= j) =
exp(αipjt + xjtβi)

1 +
∑J

k=1 exp(αipkt + xktβi)
(3.2)

Each choice occasion occurs within a market t ∈ T . We define a market at the

store-week level and allow the choice set J to vary. In some stores (and in some

weeks), bottled water offerings are sparse and may consist of only a few brand, size,

and packaging choices. In others, choices are rich and varied. We take the consumer’s

choice of store to be exogenous and designate the choice set available in market t as
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Jt.

Consumer heterogeneity is captured by (αi, βi). Following Nevo (2000), let Di

be a [d × 1] vector of demographic characteristics (e.g. number of children) and Π

be a [(k + 1) × d] matrix of coefficients which relate the k + 1 taste characteristics

to the d product characteristics. In a simple logit, βi is a function of population

mean parameters (α, β), observed characteristics Di, and taste shifting parameters

Π. We further extend heterogeneity into unobserved consumer characteristics by

allowing (αi, βi) to include a stochastic component, vi. The stochastic component

allows for variation in taste beyond that predicted by observed demographics in D.

Furthermore, this component also allows for correlations in the random, unobserved

taste components. Letting Σ indicate the [(k + 1) × (k + 1)] variance-covariance

matrix of consumer tastes, we write tastes (αi, βi) as a random-parameters mixed

logit (Train, 2009; Nevo, 2000):

αi
βi

 =

α
β

+ ΠDi + Σvi (3.3)

Where vi is iid and follows some distribution, and Di is observed in our data.

The advantage of the random parameters specification is that it allows unobserved

consumer tastes to be correlated. That is, a consumer who places greater preference
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for multi-unit bottled water relative to other consumers with identical demographic

characteristics may also have greater preference for larger total quantities of water

(again, beyond the preference common within the consumer’s demographic cohort).

In this example, Σ has at least one non-zero off-diagonal value which represents the

correlation between these two tastes. Diagonal values in Σ represent the variance of

each taste parameter, and off-diagonals represent the covariance.

It can be shown that this specification can approximate underlying correlations

in the T1EV error terms, εit, over a choice set Jt (Train, 2009). Accounting for these

correlations eliminates the assumption of independence of irrelevant alternatives that

is implicit in a simple logit model. That is, by allowing for correlations in εit, the

model no longer imposes the unrealistic cross-product substitution implied by the

simple logit. Instead, if a product is eliminated from the choice set, a consumer is

predicted to substitute into other products with similar product characteristics.

The presence of fracking is hypothesized to drive increased purchases of bottled

water by decreasing the utility of the outside good. Because consumer choices are

based only on relative utility, a reduction in the utility of the outside good is the

equivalent of an increase in the utility of an inside good. That is, when fracking ar-

rives in a consumer’s vicinity, any choice of bottled water effectively has the attribute
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of “avoiding consuming potentially contaminated tap water”.6 With the introduc-

tion of this attribute, the utility predicted by the product characteristics xjt varies

over individuals even within the same market and with identical observable charac-

teristics τit, as the presence of fracking is measured in the consumer’s zip code, but

the market serves consumers from multiple zip codes. We assume the presence or

absence of fracking around the store does not enter the consumer’s utility.

Because the presence of fracking is identical over all products for any choice

occasion (consumer i in market t), the presence of fracking must be interacted with

a relevant characteristic of each product j. In all specifications, we interact the

measure of fracking with the total quantity (ounces) of water characteristic present

in xjt. This yields a parameter that measures the increase in the marginal utility of

an ounce of water per 1-unit increase in the measure of fracking in a consumer’s zip

code. The ratio of this coefficient to αi yields the marginal value of the attribute

of bottled water associated with “avoiding consuming potentially contaminated tap

water”.

In many consumer demand applications, prices are endogenous to the system, es-

pecially in models which rely on aggregated market-share data (Berry et al., 1995).

In our application, we rely on individual-level observed purchases wherein each con-

6 Note that for the purposes of the random parameters logit, we define “fracking” as the presence
of greater than 10 wells in a given area for thouse households that do not have municipal water
service.
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sumer is a price-taker. Prices are assumed to be exogenous in this context, though

a possible extension of the model would include instrumenting for prices. Because

prices vary at a fine spatial level (store) and temporal scale (week), instrumenting

for endogeneity may prove difficult.

Household-level Heterogeneity for Tap Water

While the heterogeneous parameters logit may account for heterogeneity in prefer-

ences for product characteristics, the problem at hand has an additional heterogene-

ity. Each household can be assumed to have different, unobserved quality of tap

water, either due to unobserved variation in the quality of public supply, or due

to variation in well and filter quality for households on well water. If this unob-

served taste is truly random, it will be captured in the bottled water characteristic

of size, with greater preference for larger quantities of bottled water when unobserved

household tap water is disliked. However, in a classic omitted variables problem, if

a household’s unobserved taste for its tap water is correlated with the presence of

fracking, the coefficient on the interaction of fracking and size will be biased. This

could be of concern for a variety of reasons. If households located in areas that were

formerly coal-producing regions are more likely to have been exposed to water quality

issues over the last 30 years, they may have a negative preference on their tap water.

If fracking is more likely to occur in areas with greater fossil fuel resources (e.g.,
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due to existing infrastructure, legal frameworks, experienced workforces, or natu-

ral resource endowments), this would induce a correlation between the treatment

(the arrival of fracking) and negative tastes for tap water, biasing the parameter of

interest.

We address this with a potentially novel innovation in the consumer demand

literature - a household fixed effect for the “outside good.” The concept mirrors

the canonical product-specific constants (or “alternative-specific constants”) which

account for unobserved product-level utility common across all households (Berry,

1994). Rather than controlling for common unobserved characteristics, the aim is to

control for household-specific characteristics in taste for the outside good. Our study

represents a novel application of fixed effects at the level of individual household,

without adding restrictive assumptions on these fixed effects. Goolsbee and Petrin

(2004) allow alternative-specific constants to vary over regional markets, while Petrin

and Train (2010) use a similar alternative-specific model but allow the variance of the

shocks for the “inside” goods to vary by household characteristics. Lutzeyer et al.

employ a product-specific constant that summarizes a group of products, and allow it

to vary over latent class membership of each household. Dube et al. (2002) discusses

a household-product specific constant, but only in passing, and does not estimate a

model with this flexibility. The method we employ here also has useful applications in
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other problems. For instance, heterogeneity of preferences for the outside good would

be integral to fields such as health insurance policy choice, where each customer has

potentially very different preferences and tastes for being uninsured.

Rather than parameterize the product-specific constants, we instead include individual-

level product-specific constants. Rewriting 3.1 and dropping the constant utility

component related to income:

uijt = δij + αpijt + xijtβi + εijt (3.4)

Estimating 3.4 would require [(J − 1)×H] parameters in addition to α and β.

This would be computationally intensive. Noting that our goal is to account for

heterogeneity in household preference for the “outside” good, tap water, and noting

that only differences in δj matter, we normalize to δi0.

uijt = (δij − δi0) + αpijt + xijtβi + εijt (3.5)

Product characteristics of the inside goods are well-defined by the characteristic

space. Thus, we set δij = 0 ∀j ∈ J 6= 0, allow the βi’s to capture preferences

for characteristics of the “inside” goods, and note that setting δij = 0 ∀j 6= 0 is

identical to a model with a constant value of δi0 relative to all δij. It is straightforward
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to see that choice probabilities that are identified only up to scale (such as in the

logit form) are not constant over values of δi0. As δi0 increases, the value of the inside

goods decrease relative to the “outside” good, and the choice probabilities decrease

for the inside goods proportionally.7

Assuming a T1EV distribution for εijt yields the familiar choice probabilities,

indexed by household i.

Pr(dijt = 1) =
exp ((δij − δi0) + αipjt + xjtβi)∑J
k=0 exp ((δik − δi0) + αipkt + xktβi)

(3.6)

We propose a practical means of using estimated results to confirm that household-

level heterogeneity in tastes for tap water is captured - since our expectation is that

the term δi0 represents unobserved tastes over unobserved tap water quality, we would

expect to see values correlated in areas with the same water supplier (for households

on municipal water) or similar geology (for households using well water). We ob-

serve each household’s zip code and will estimate δi0. Therefore, we can map spatial

relationships between δi0 and examine their coincidence with municipal water supply

7 The utilities given by the first two parentheses which differ only in the difference between the
2nd and 3rd entries relative to the 1st, do not result in the same choice probabilities. The second
two parentheses, however, do result in the same choice probabilities. This emphasizes the role of
utility of the outside good (1st) relative to the utility of the inside goods.0

5
7

 6=
0

6
8

 =

−1
5
7
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boundaries or geological maps. A statistical test of spatial clustering also provides

insight into the characteristics captured by the values of δi0.

Identification of Household Heterogeneity

We rely on repeated observations of household purchases over time to identify household-

specific, persistent heterogeneity in taste for tap water by leveraging the share of

non-purchases by household i over the observed time horizon. Identification in this

context is intuitive - if we observe any two observably identical households where

one has a low observed share of non-purchases relative to the other, it must be the

case that the household with a high share of non-purchases has higher preference for

their tap water relative to bottled water. Identification follows from this notion.

Model Specification

In our parsimonious specification we allow utility to vary over price, total ounces

of water, the number of units in the package, and whether a good is a store brand,

a national brand, a flavored brand, or some “other” brand. We specify observable

consumer heterogeneity only with the interaction of the presence of fracking (i.e.,

≥10 wells in the consumer’s zip code) and the use of private well water in that

zip code. The consumer’s traits are constant over all products in J . We therefore

interact the presence of fracking with total ounces of water. The coefficient estimated,
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βw,o, is the marginal (dis)utility of the presence of fracking, per ounce of bottled

water. To calculate the dollar equivalent of the change in utility (compensating

variation) associated with a change in fracking from “not present” to “present”, we

take the ratio of βw,o to αi. Since water is a biological requirement, consumers cannot

substitute out of water altogether. Therefore, re-optimization is likely minimal, and

compensating variation is close to the true welfare measure.

Estimation

Estimation of the model is straightforward and follows Train (2009), using Maximum

Likelihood (ML) to find the parameters θ = {α, β,Π} which maximize the likelihood

of observing the data.

Estimation of the individual alternative-specific constants requires a two-step

process common in the consumer demand literature - given any set of parameter

estimates, θ̂, (Berry, 1994) calculates a vector of product-specific constants, δ that

generate the observed aggregate market shares. The process iterates between finding

the parameters θr conditional on δr using Maximum Likelihood Estimation, and

updating δr+1 using a contraction mapping algorithm. It is shown in Berry (1994)

that the following update process converges to the true parameters, θ:

δr+1 = δr + log(S)− log (ŝ(θr(δr), δr))
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In our context, however, we are not concerned with product-level unobserved

heterogeneity. Our set of products numbers greater than 1,100, precluding product-

specific constants. Furthermore, for bottled water, unlike vehicles (Berry et al., 1995)

and cereal (Nevo, 2001), it is much easier to capture heterogeneity in products explic-

itly in the characteristic space. Instead, we solve our household-level heterogeneity

in unobserved tastes for the “outside good” by contracting out at the household

level. Because our data has repeat purchases for each household, for any given value

of θ, we calculate a single value of utility for tap water for each household which

equates the observed share of purchases of the outside good (which, in our data, is

“no purchase” of bottled water) to the predicted share of purchases for that house-

hold. Thus, δ is an H-dimensional vector, where H is the number of households in

our data. The iterative update process follows (Berry, 1994):

δr+1
h = δrh + log(Sh0)− log (ŝh0(θr(δr), δr))

Each update of the household fixed effect, δh, is a function of the prior value

of δh and the share of “outside option” purchases for that household predicted by

the estimate of θ, which is itself a function of δ, the household fixed effects for all

households.

Using simulated data, we tested the application of this model and two-stage
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estimator. A description and detailed results are included in Appendix ??. Using

simulated data with known correlations between a household’s taste for tap water

and the likelihood of fracking occurring within the household’s zip code, it is shown

that failure to account for time-constant household heterogeneity leads to biased

estimates of the parameter of interest, and that the described model and two-step

estimation correctly estimates all parameters of interest up to scale.

3.3.2 Reduced form model of averting expenditures

For purposes of comparison to the estimates from the structural model of demand,

we also build a reduced-form model to estimate households’ averting expenditures

in response to the arrival of fracking. As in the random parameters model, a key

parameter of interest is the interaction of the arrival of fracking (defined the same

way, i.e., as the presence of 10 wells within the same zip code) and households’ use

of well water (i.e., rather than municipal water service). For the reduced form spec-

ification, we use a difference-in-differences approach to isolate the effect of fracking

from other demand shifters that vary over space and time.

Muehlenbachs et al. (2015b) and Wrenn et al. (2016) identified more substantial

impacts for households served by private well water rather than municipal water.

Following their approach, we distinguish between geographic units (zip codes) based

on the prevalence of municipal water service. As noted, to facilitate comparison
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with our structural model we employ a binary treatment measure equal to one if a

zip code contains ten or more unconventional wells. We include individual (time-

varying) household characteristics, as well as fixed effects to capture time-varying and

non-time-varying unobservables. Our reduced-form specifications are of the general

form:

Expit = β0 + β1Frackingit + β2Frackingit ∗WellWateri+

β3WellWateri + γXit + yt + qt + ci + ci ∗ yt + εit

(3.7)

The dependent variable is household expenditures on bottled water (by quarter of

year), and the i and t subscripts denote households and time, respectively. Fracking

is an indicator for whether household i is located in a zip code with at least ten

unconventional wells spud as of quarter t; WellWater measures the proportion of

households in the zip code that use well water rather than municipal service. Xit

represents time-varying and non-time-varying household characteristics, such as in-

come, age, and the number of persons per household. We add fixed effects for year

(yt), quarter of the year (qt), county (ci), and county-year (ci ∗ yt). In some specifi-

cations we replace the fixed effect for county with one for household, for comparison
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with the random parameters specification that includes household fixed effects.8

3.4 Data

3.4.1 Nielsen data

Data on household purchases and consumer demographics were drawn from the

Nielsen consumer HomeScan panel dataset, which is provided by the Kilts Cen-

ter for Marketing Data at the University of Chicago Booth School of Business. This

dataset records all food and beverage purchases for a panel of nearly 60,000 house-

holds across the US. We focus our study on the years 2006-2014 and in the states

of Pennsylvania and Ohio, representing about 13,000 households, each of which is

represented in the sample for about four years on average. This subset contains

purchases that occurred before the entry of substantial fracking operations (2007 in

Pennsylvania and 2011 in Ohio), and continues well into the maturation of fracking.

To facilitate estimation, we first select only households which (1) are located

within a PA or OH zip code that is “fracked” between 2007 and 2014, (2) remain

in the panel for at least 100 weeks, (3) average between one and eight shopping

trips with expenditures greater than $15.00 at a Nielsen-reporting store every four

weeks, and (4) have at least one shopping trip where bottled water is purchased and

8 In the specifications without this household fixed effect, we include a measure of each household’s
“taste” for tap water, using the household-level parameter that is output by the random-parameters
model.
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at least one shopping trip where bottled water is not purchased. The final criteria

(4) omits households for whom the household utility of the outside good would

be positive or negative infinity and would thus not contribute to the identification

of taste parameters. We omit all trips of less than $15 to avoid counting a brief

trip to the market as a full shopping trip. We also omit households that move

across zip codes during the time period of our analysis, because including them

would complicate the interpretation of the variable measuring the arrival of fracking

activity. In the data, 397 households meet criteria (1), while the remaining criteria

yield a total of 199 households. We randomly draw a sample of 198 households from

within PA and OH, but outside of the “fracked” zip codes. This yields a sample of

397 household panelists.

HomeScan data contains detailed information on all purchases made by panelists.

We use all trips of greater than $15 by all sampled panelists, including those trips

where no purchase of bottled water occurred. For trips in which one or more bottled

water products were purchased, we identify the chosen purchase by UPC. For trips

where more than one bottled water product was purchased, we use only the largest

water product (in total ounces). This is necessary as horizontal models of consumer

demand require only a single, discrete purchase. Trips in which a panelist purchased

two or more water products will appear in our data as only a single purchase, po-
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tentially biasing estimates of consumer demand. However, in all cases, the bias will

be downward in coefficients relating to total ounces of bottled water, including the

estimate of interest.

To control for brand effects, we categorize bottled water purchases into four

categories: store brand, national brand (including Dasani, Nestle, Glaceau Smart

Water, and Aquafina), luxury brands (Evian and Fiji), and flavored waters (including

Propel, Glaceau Vitamin Water, Sobe Life Water, and other flavored brands). This

allows us to parsimoniously control for national brands, and to develop store-level

prices for store brands. The underlying assumption is that consumers may view

national brands in one light (due to advertising campaigns or familiarity with a

brand), but may view store brands as the “same”, even in different stores. That

is, a bottle of Safeway Select water has the same “brand” utility as a bottle of

Kroeger brand water, but Dasani brand water differs. Our specification captures this

relationship. We categorize all other non-national, non-store brands (e.g. Ozarka,

Deer Park, Arrowhead) as “other”.

Demographic information is drawn from HomeScan data on panelists. We use

demographic household information on household size, race, head-of-household ed-

ucation, whether or not a household has kids under the age of 18, whether or not

the household lives in a single-family home, the age of the oldest head-of-household,
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and household income. For household income, we take the median of the reported

income “bin” to generate a continuous measure of income.

Estimating consumer preferences on observed choices requires knowledge of the

consumer’s choice set. We assume a consumer chooses a market independent from

their demand for bottled water, and generate the consumer’s choice set from the

Nielsen Retail Scanner dataset. This dataset contains sales data for participating

supermarket and similar retailers reported at the end of every week. Therefore,

it contains all products offered which had non-zero sales for a given week, and is

assumed to be an accurate representation of a market (store-week) choice set. These

data are linked to HomeScan purchases by a unique store code and week-end. If a

consumer reported a purchase from a store-week in which the good purchased was

not present in the scanner data (possibly due to discrepancies in the reporting week),

then the panelist’s chosen good is added to the scanner data with a price derived from

the panelist’s reported purchase price. This good is also included in the choice set of

all other panelists purchasing in that (store-week) market. All products are defined

by total ounces, number of containers, whether the product is a single bottle (e.g.

“jug” of water), and brand category - for instance, “96-12-F-Other” is an offering

with a total of 96 ounces of water over 12 bottles in a multi-unit package of “other”

brand (e.g. Ozarka, Deer Park, Arrowhead, etc.). In cases where multiple brands
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from the same category are offered, a market sales-weighted price is generated. In

this case, an observed purchase of an “other” brand offering is assumed to be made

at the sales-weighted price, regardless of consumer-reported price.

Many trips and bottled water purchases in the data are made at stores which

do not participate in the scanner data collection program. When no bottled water

is purchased, these trips do not have associated choice sets, and therefore provide

no information on a consumer’s choice of products. These trips are dropped from

the data. For trips with bottled water purchases that occurred at stores which

do participate, but which did not report for a given week, the choice set for that

observed purchase is simply the observed purchase plus the outside good. Under

the assumption that non-participation in the scanner data for a given market (store-

week) is not systematically correlated with consumer choices, the use of a limited

choice set does not bias the results (Train, 2009).

For all households in PA and OH, the data yields complete demographics on

13,383 panelists over 9 years of participation for a total of 50,678 panel-years. A total

of 1,982,548 trips and choice sets are observed. For the sample used in estimating

the structural model, the data yields 397 panelists over 9 years with a total of 84,046

trips.
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3.4.2 Wells and municipal water boundaries

We obtain information on unconventional wells from state regulatory agencies in

Pennsylvania (Department of Environmental Protection SPUD report) and Ohio

(Department of Natural Resources). Both states provide information on unconven-

tional wells including location (latitude and longitude) and spud date. Although

recent concern among media and the public has focused on hydraulic fracturing, the

drilling rig is generally the most visible element of onsite infrastructure (outside of

the immediate vicinity of the well pad), so—like Wrenn et al. (2016) and Muehlen-

bachs et al. (2015b)—we use the spud date (the start of drilling operations) as the

relevant date rather than the date of the fracturing operation.9 Fracking usually

occurs within a few weeks after drilling commences, so the two operations would

generally occur within the same quarter in any case. We observe a total of about

11,000 unconventional wells spud by the end of 2014: 1,959 in Ohio and 8,815 in

Pennsylvania.

Municipal water service boundaries (Public Water Supplier Service Areas) are

available for Pennsylvania from the Department of Environmental Protection. In

principle, we could overlay the municipal water boundaries with zip code bound-

9 In some cases, we do not observe the actual spud date for wells in Ohio and we instead use the
date the drilling permit was issued. Where we do observe both spud date and permit date, we find
that drilling typically occurs within two to three months of receiving the drilling permit.
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aries and calculate the ratio of the overlapping area to the total zip code area to

approximate the proportion of households served by municipal water. However, this

method is problematic for two reasons. First, there is no comparable information for

municipal water service areas in Ohio.10 Second, the method implicitly assumes a

uniform distribution of households over both the zip code and the municipal water

service area. Instead, for each zip code, we calculate the proportion of domestic

water wells to housing structures, and use this ratio to estimate the proportion of

households that are served by well water. We collect data on domestic water wells

from the Pennsylvania Groundwater Information System and the Ohio Division of

Water Resources, and on residential building structures from the American Com-

munity Survey. We interpret this ratio as an expected value that a household in

a given zip code uses well water. For instance, if the ratio of domestic water wells

to residential housing structures is 0.45, we assume that in expectation, a Nielsen

reporting household in that zip code is on well water with probability 0.45.

3.4.3 Summary statistics

Table 3.1 provides descriptive statistics about bottled water expenditures and house-

hold characteristics among the 358 households in our main analysis. The mean bot-

10 This was confirmed by several phone and email conversations with Ohio state officials, as well
as extensive searching online. We are grateful to David Keiser for suggesting, as an alternative, the
use of domestic water well locations.
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tled water expenditure per quarter is about $170, equating to about $2 per day

per household. In expectation, a household in our subsample is on well water with

probability 0.07. Average income is about $60,000 per year, average household size

is about 2.6 persons, and about three-quarters of the heads of households are mar-

ried, while just over one-quarter have children in the home. The sample is largely of

Caucasian descent, more so than the average population in Pennsylvania and Ohio.

Table 3.1: Descriptive statistics

Variable N Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

Bottled water expenditure 358 169.6 226.4 0 1,335
Well water 358 0.0698 0.0952 0 0.728
Income 358 59.94 34.32 5 225
Household size 358 2.645 1.216 1 6
Married 358 0.763 0.426 0 1
Children 358 0.265 0.442 0 1
Black 358 0.0475 0.213 0 1
Asian 358 0.00559 0.0746 0 1

Bottled water expenditure is in dollars per household per quarter.
Well water is measured as domestic water wells per residential housing structure.

As noted in Section 3.4.1, our main results are for those households with sufficient

observations such that a household fixed effect can be estimated. Table 3.2 compares

the expenditures and household characteristics for the subsample of 358 households to

the larger sample of 6,032 households. Compared to the full sample, the subsample

has higher expenditures on bottled water (the mean value is about 22% higher),

and is also more likely to be on well water. The households in the subsample have

generally comparable demographic characteristics, although with a higher proportion
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of married heads of households, and a lower proportion of African-American heads

of households.

Table 3.2: Comparing subsample to full sample

Full sample mean Subsample mean Difference
Variable (SD) (SD) in means

Bottled water 139.07 169.558 −30.488∗∗∗

expenditures (228.524) (226.392)
Well Water 0.049 0.070 −0.021∗∗∗

(0.083) (0.095)
Income 60.496 59.937 0.558

(34.597) (34.321)
Household size 2.551 2.645 −0.095

(1.261) (1.216)
Married 0.685 0.763 −0.078∗∗∗

(0.465) (0.426)
Children 0.279 0.265 0.013

(0.448) (0.442)
Black 0.079 0.047 0.031∗∗

(0.269) (0.213)
Asian 0.010 0.006 0.005

(0.101) (0.075)

N = 358 households in subsample, 6,032 households in full sample.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

3.5 Results

3.5.1 Discrete choice structural model

Results from the random parameters logit, shown in Table 3.3, are primarily as

expected. All parameters are significant in Model 1, owing largely to the sample

size of 84,046 choice occasions. For all models, the coefficient on price is negative.

The coefficient on total water is positive, while the coefficient on Jug, defined as any

bottled water greater than 72 ounces in a single container, is negative.
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Table 3.3: Bottled Water Expenditures: Random Parameters Logit

Model 1 Model 2

Price (α) −2.603∗∗∗ −3.090∗∗∗

(0.027) (0.029)
Total Water 0.009∗∗∗ 0.011∗∗∗

(0.0003) (0.0003)
Jug −1.417∗∗∗ −1.632∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.005)
Flavored brand 0.020∗∗∗ 0.020∗∗∗

(0.0001) (0.0001)
Luxury brand −0.069∗∗∗ −0.069∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.002)
National brand 0.006∗∗∗ 0.006∗∗∗

(0.00004) (0.00004)
Other brand 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗

(0.00003) (0.00003)
HH size x Total water 0.0005∗∗∗ 0.0005∗∗∗

(0.00005) (0.0001)
Fracking x Total water 0.005∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗

(0.0001) (0.0001)
Var(Price) 0.871∗∗∗ 1.333∗∗∗

Var(Total water) 0.0001 0.0001
Cov(Price, Total water) −0.006 −0.008
Household FE X

Log Likelihood −57, 315.15 −55, 091.21
Number of households 397 397
Number of trips 84,046 84,046

Dependent variable is households’ quarterly expenditures on bottled water.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

The per-ounce measure of each category follow reasonable patterns. The baseline

(omitted) category is “store brand”. Flavored water (e.g. Propel) is preferred over

all other categories, followed by the “luxury” category (e.g. Evian), the “national

brand” category (e.g. “Dasani”), and finally the “other” category containing regional

and local brands. Household size positively effects utility when interacted with total

water (larger households prefer larger quantities of water).

The parameter of interest is the interaction of the presence of wells with total
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water. Here, “wells” is a binary measure of the presence of greater than 10 fracking

wells in a given zip code for those households that do not have municipal water service.

The effect is small but significant—when fracking is “present” in a consumer’s zip

code, consumers have higher utility per ounce of bottled water. Because utility in

a logit model is relative, this is equivalent to a disamenity for well-water users, per

ounce of tap water consumed.

A simple compensating variation measure can be calculated from the results. To

find the dollar equivalent of the utility lost per ounce of water consumed as a result

of the arrival of fracking, we take the ratio βw,o

βp . For Model 1 (without household

fixed effects) the compensating variation measure is -$0.0016, and for Model 2 (with

household fixed effects) it is -$0.0023. Because we do not observe in our data increases

in the consumption of water-based products such as soda or (not-from-concentrate)

juice, we consider this measure to be biased downwards.

3.5.2 Reduced Form Model Results

Table 3.4 provides a summary of the reduced-form model results. Columns (1) and

(2) are comparable to Model 1 in the random parameters framework, in that they

lack a household fixed effect and instead use household cohort demographic variables

as controls; columns (3) and (4) are comparable to Model 2, in that they include a

household fixed effect (and thus do not include time-invariant household controls).
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The difference-in-differences results also include time fixed effects (year and quarter-

of-year). The key results of interest are those on fracking, well water, and (mostly)

their interaction. For the models without household fixed effects, the coefficient

on well water is positive, suggesting a preference (independent of fracking) for bot-

tled water consumption, which is also consistent with the negative coefficient on the

“household taste” parameter (that is, the household-level fixed effect estimated from

Model 2 of the random parameters logit). These models also have a negative coef-

ficient on fracking but a positive coefficient on the interaction of fracking and well

water; together, these suggest that households on municipal water slightly reduce

their purchases of bottled water after the arrival of fracking, but households on well

water increase by a substantial amount. In the specifications with household fixed

effects in columns (3) and (4), the interaction of fracking and well water is again

positive, although with a greater standard error.

The inclusion of county-by-year fixed effects in columns (2) and (4) explains a

substantially greater portion of variation in the expenditures, and also reduces the

estimated effect of the arrival of fracking (including for households on well water).

This is intuitive given that our household data are at the zip code level and zip

codes can be somewhat large, especially in rural areas. A fixed effect that absorbs

variations in expenditures at the level of county-year would also absorb a portion
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Table 3.4: Bottled Water Expenditures: Reduced-Form Models

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Well Water 106.6∗∗ 216.9∗∗∗

(52.70) (54.30)
Fracking −16.55∗∗ −14.74∗∗ 1.403 3.238

(7.956) (7.486) (9.168) (7.522)
Fracking * Well Water 203.5∗∗ 161.5∗ 158.9 53.65

(100.6) (97.08) (142.7) (98.42)
HH taste -0.844 -0.156

(0.962) (1.218)
Income 0.0327 0.211

(0.104) (0.131)
Age -5.835 -10.45

(5.029) (7.037)
Married 5.944 1.114

(7.961) (11.14)
Children 1.953 -9.540

(7.767) (9.968)
Black 9.048 2.952

(11.24) (21.19)
Asian -33.73 -233.4

(24.72) (144.3)
Other Race -9.273 0.895

(21.24) (23.05)
Constant 5.984 300.6∗∗ -4.710 -23.80

(27.08) (138.3) (12.48) (180.8)
County FE X X
Household FE X X
County-x-year FE X X

Observations 2,967 2,967 2,967 2,967
R2 0.152 0.536 0.361 0.710
Fracking + fracking*wellwater 187.0∗∗ 146.7 160.3 56.89

(94.41) (91.85) (135.7) (93.46)

Dependent variable is households’ quarterly expenditures on bottled water.
Robust standard errors are clustered by household.
All specifications include fixed effects for year, quarter-of-year, and household size
(number of persons per household).
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

of any increase in bottled water expenditures that occurs at the zip code level,

since we measure treatment at the zip code level (to match our household data)

and by quarter. Indeed, suppose (though we do not observe this in the data) that

there is a zip code is coterminous with a county, and fracking arrives in the final
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quarter of a given year; in this case, any change in bottled water expenditures in

subsequent quarters would be attributed to the county-year fixed effect, and would

not be measured in the coefficient on fracking.

In all specifications, with regard to the interaction of fracking and well water

(i.e., the sum of the two coefficients, shown at the bottom of the table), we observe a

positive and significant treatment effect, indicating that the “treatment” of fracking

increased households’ expenditures on bottled water. Our preferred estimate for

averting expenditures attributable to the arrival of fracking is that in column (4)

with household and county-year fixed effects, which is $56.89 per household per

quarter.

Qualitatively, these estimates are consistent with those of Wrenn et al. (2016)

(WKJ), who also use a reduced-form model with Nielsen Homescan data to esti-

mate household averting expenditures on bottled water that arise from the entry of

shale gas in Pennsylvania and Ohio. That paper finds annual averting expenditures

ranging from $7.85 to $18.36 per household, depending on the exact specification,

arising from the entry of unconventional wells. Our analysis produces a substantially

higher estimate, a difference we attribute to several factors. We were able to obtain

household expenditure data at a finer geographic resolution (zip code rather than

county), which allows us to assign “treatment” (by fracking) at a substantially finer
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resolution as well as condition on a richer set of fixed effects. We also use a more

precise definition of the arrival of fracking: whereas WKJ consider that fracking ar-

rives in 2007 across all Pennsylvania counties in which there is any fracking activity

by 2010 (and uses Ohio, where fracking had not arrived as of 2010, as a control), we

measure shale gas well activity by quarter, and allow for the possibility that fracking

came to different zip codes at different times. WKJ also do not distinguish between

households on municipal water and well water in most of their specifications, except

in one series where they omit metropolitan area counties and estimate the change in

expenditures on the rest (that is, assuming that all households in non-metro counties

are on well water). Finally, we use a longer time series from the Nielsen HomeScan

data: WKJ use data only from 2005-2010, whereas our panel extends through 2014.

In addition to the foregoing differences of methods and data, which we believe gen-

erally represent improvements, we also introduce a constraint: our subsample of

Nielsen households has higher bottled water expenditures than the average and is

more likely to be serviced by well water (see Table 3.2).

Regardless of these differences of methods and data between our reduced-form

estimates and those of WKJ, our primary intent in this paper is to offer a new

perspective on the use of averting expenditures to measure welfare effects, and to

compare the results of structural demand and reduced-form models in the avert-
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ing expenditures context. To that end, in the following section we reflect on that

comparison within the context of our own data and methods.

3.5.3 Discussion

In an averting expenditures framework, the reduced form model seeks to calculate

the lower bound on the perceived disamenity associated with tap water consumption

in the presence of fracking. The preferred model (column (4) of Table 3.4) esti-

mates a per-household disamenity value of $56.89 per quarter. The core critique in

Section 3.2.2 notes that the lower bound argument does not hold when the good

enters the consumer’s utility function directly. The structural model in Section 3.5.1

yields a dollar-denominated increase in utility from consuming bottled water when

fracking is present above and beyond the other desirable traits of bottled water—the

characteristics of bottled water that would enter the consumer’s utility directly—an

amount equal to $0.00165 per ounce in the model without household fixed effects,

and $0.0023 per ounce in the model with household fixed effects.

Suppose that the marginal utility of bottled water consumption is constant at

$0.00235 per ounce. To make a meaningful comparison with the reduced-form esti-

mate from Table 3.4, we wish to multiply this per-ounce utility by some quantity of

water consumed. One approach would be to multiply the per-ounce indirect utility

by total household water consumption (e.g., 32 ounces per person per day) rather
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than observed bottled water consumption. Assuming a per-person consumption of

32 ounces of water per day, and 2.6 persons per household on average, the size of the

compensating variation or disamenity-of-fracking value would be $17.19 per house-

hold per quarter. (The comparable calculation using the value calculated without

household fixed effects is $12.14 per household per quarter.) Obviously, the calcu-

lated value is sensitive to the per-person consumption estimate; if we assume instead

a per-person consumption of 64 ounces per day, we would calculate a compensating

variation that is twice as high.

The compensating variation owing to the arrival of fracking that we estimate

from the random parameters model, $17.19 per household per quarter, amounts

to just 30% of the increase in expenditures we estimate in the reduced-form con-

text ($56.89). In the models without household fixed effects the difference is even

starker: the compensating variation of $12.14 per household per quarter associated

with fracking amounts to just 8% of the increase in expenditures we estimate using

the reduced-form model ($146.70). These results suggest that other desirable at-

tributes associated with bottled water, such as taste and portability, account for a

relatively substantial portion of observed increased expenditures, at least in the case

of households that experienced a rise in fracking activity in these states. This result

has potentially broader implications for use of reduced-form models to measure avert-
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ing expenditures on defensive goods, especially in contexts where joint production

could be substantial.

Unobserved household heterogeneity

The household fixed effects display a spatially autocorrelated pattern consistent with

geographic patterns in tap water quality. Figure ?? shows the mean magnitude of the

fixed effects for each zip code in the sample. The northern portion of Pennsylvania

generally has greater negative values relative to the southern portion, indicating a

lower preference for tap water in that area. The Marcellus Shale underlies the north

and western portion of the state, as well as the eastern portion of Ohio. These areas

appear to have a negative trend in the household fixed effects. This is consistent

with a persistent household perception of lower water quality in areas that have been

historically associated with conventional gas, oil, and coal extraction. Omitting this

time-invariant effect would introduce an omitted variables bias if historic gas and

coal fields are more likely to be the site of modern fracking operations. In this

situation, the omitted variable, time-invariant disamenity of own tap water, would

confound identification of the effect of fracking. To test for spatial autocorrelation

(e.g. clustering), we calculate a Moran’s I (Moran, 1950). The test statistic is

positive, indicating spatial autocorrelation, and significant at the .01 level.
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Figure 3.2: Household-specific fixed effects on outside option by zip code. Value
reflects household preferences for own tap water that do not vary over time. In zip
codes with multiple households, the mean is displayed. Clustering by value is visible,
indicating spatial autocorrelation in household preference for outside option, possibly
due to local water quality. Moran’s I, a distance-weighted correlation statistic, is
positive, indicating spatial autocorrelation, and is significant at the .01 level.

Limitations of the structural method

To the extent that economists use averting expenditures to measure WTP for goods

and services that are difficult to exchange in markets, it is useful to consider other

ways (besides joint production) in which reduced-form measures of averting expen-
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ditures provide only partial insight on such WTP. Assuming away joint production

(as many studies of averting expenditures implicitly do), averting expenditures on

bottled water represent a lower bound on WTP for three reasons. First, such stud-

ies typically focus on one type of defensive product. For instance, our study (like

most that analyze WTP for improved water quality) focuses on bottled water pur-

chases, and does not include households’ expenditures on other technologies such as

home water filters or custom delivery of large water containers. Second, the averting

expenditures method our analysis does not include damages that households incur

from consumption of the outside good. Finally, the reduced-form framework does

not allow observation of WTP in excess of the pure expenditure. In Figure 3.1, this

is the area under the curve D2 and above the price level (from Q1 to Q2). However,

the structural demand estimate does allow us to estimate this component. Thus, the

structural approach dominates a reduced-form approach, regardless of whether there

is joint production. The structural model provides a superior estimate of WTP by

incorporating concerns about joint production and issues that arise from expenditure

being a lower bound for WTP.
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3.6 Conclusions

Hydraulic fracturing brings with it a variety of economic impacts that may confound

economic assessments of its impacts. In particular, while fracking activity stresses

public infrastructure, brings an influx of potentially temporary workers, and draws

significant amounts of water which is then returned as potentially contaminated pro-

cess water, it also brings with lease and royalty payments which may enter the local

economy. Hedonic studies have been used to assess the “total basket” of amenities,

considering “presence of fracking” to be the change in amenities, and examining the

change in home sale values. Because the purchase of a home includes the basket of

local amenities (parks, schools, roads, water quality, etc.), changes in home values

associated with the presence of fracking will reflect the overall economic impact of

fracking (Muehlenbachs et al., 2015b). This paper examines a component of that

basket—the perceived quality of drinking water—in more detail.

The per-household, per-quarter disamenity estimated in our structural model

yields a value of $17.19, based on an assumption of 32 ounces of water consumed per

day, an amount equal to just 20% of the disamenity estimated by our reduced-form

approach. This suggests that joint production may represent a substantial compo-

nent of averting expenditures, and provides an illustration of how structural demand

models represent a considerable improvement in the use of averting expenditures to
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measure WTP for higher environmental quality.
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Conclusion

Each of these papers has important implications for energy and environmental policy

in the United States and beyond. Valuing the change in overall social welfare from a

new technology (e.g. fracking, energy storage, solar) provides a vital understanding

that speaks to the economic efficiency of our energy systems, and helps to provide

data and intuition for policymakers who seek to maximize total social welfare. In

the first paper, valuing the disamenity of fracking helps policymakers understand the

optimal regulation of fracking activity. In the second, estimates of energy storage’s

reduction in the cost of serving load help to guide debate of future policy. And

finally, a better understanding of the siting of solar helps to guide future investments

in clean energy technology.
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Appendices

A Appendix to Chapter 1

A.1 Formal model of grid pricing

Let the congestion portion of the nodal energy constraint be denoted as λλλc, with

elements λcn, and the total nodal energy constraint (the nodal price) be denoted as

λλλ with elements λn. The KKT shadow value for transmission congestion is µµµ, with

elements µe. For a network with E edges and N nodes, µµµ ∈ RE and λλλc ∈ RN :

λn = λe + λcn

= λe + µµµ′κκκn, (A.1)

where λe is the marginal cost of energy at the reference node, λc is the congestion

component, and κκκn is the nth column of the shift factor matrix derived directly

from the physical resistance of each edge (transmission line) in the network. The
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{1, . . . , E} elements of κκκn represent the energy flow across each edge e from the

reference node to node n. They are not constrained to positive numbers, though

the value of the elements of µµµ must be greater than zero. Therefore, it is possible

for λcn < 0. This can occur at a node that has low-cost energy accessible to it, but

congestion keeps that low-cost energy from flowing to the reference node. If one

increases the withdrawal at a negative congestion cost node (λcn < 0), and increases

the injection at the reference node (which was unable to be served by the low-cost

generator due to congestion), then (1) the total cost of serving demand has decreased

as the cheaper generator is being used, and (2) the net flow on the congested line

has decreased.

Congestion is priced at every node in a network but can be affected by withdrawals

or injections at any node, especially those that are grid “neighbors”. As a result,

the effect of energy storage does not follow a congestion analog to equation. 1.3—

the discharge of energy at peak times may increase the nodal price, or may cause

another previously uncongested transmission line to become the binding constraint,

raising nodal prices elsewhere. However, decreases in demand during peak periods

will, over the entire grid, strictly decrease total congestion costs. The magnitude and

location of price changes due to energy storage are determined by network topology,

which is not publicly available, and, therefore, unobserved to the econometrician.
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Changes in network congestion costs affect transfers to LSEs and ratepayers.

The vector λcλcλc represents the congestion component of the cost of injecting one

unit of energy at the reference node and withdrawing one additional unit of electricity

at any node n. The price paid for all units of energy at node n includes λcn. Interest

centers on the effect of a change in nodal demand on congestion costs: dλcλcλc

dQn
. A change

in demand at node n, however, may change congestion costs at all nodes by changing

the transmission constraint shadow value vector, µµµ. Furthermore, the change in λcλcλc

is itself dependent on the vector of net demand, QQQ:

dλλλ

dQn

=
dλe

dQn

+
dλc(QQQ)λc(QQQ)λc(QQQ)

dQn

=
dλe

dQn

+ κκκ′
(
dµµµ(QQQ)

dQn

)

=
dλe

dQn

+

[
E∑
e=1

dµe(QQQ)

dQn

κ′1e,
E∑
e=1

dµe(QQQ)

dQn

κ′2e, . . . ,
E∑
e=1

dµe(QQQ)

dQn

κ′Ne

]′
, (A.2)

where the first equality follows from the definition in A.1 and that κκκ is a constant.

The second equality states that the change in each node’s congestion cost, λcn, is

the sum of the changes in each of the E transmission constraints, µe, weighted by

the Kirchoff’s Law-derived flows between the reference node and n. The KKT slack

conditions on µµµ provide intuition for the difference between peak period and nadir
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period price effects. When a constraint is not binding on edge e, slack conditions

require µe = 0. If energy storage at node n is charged during the nadir, and transmis-

sion constraints are likely to be slack at this time, then the probability distribution

of price effects will have mass at zero (e.g. charging during off-peak times will not

increase congestion costs).

Amid congestion, interest centers on storage effects on both own-node congestion

prices, dλcn
dQn

and cross-node congestion prices, dλλλc

dQn
. These determine the total con-

gestion price effect of discharging stored energy at node n during high demand QQQH

recharging storage capacity during low demand, QQQL. A change in Qn will result in a

change in generation at some unknown node(s), further complicating estimation of

the total effect. The total change in congestion cost per unit of energy storage at

node n may be written as:

Total Change u
(
−s× dλc(QH)λc(QH)λc(QH)

dQn

×QHQHQH

)
+

(
s× dλc(QL)λc(QL)λc(QL)

dQn

×QLQLQL

)
. (A.3)

The first term in parenthesis is the energy storage transaction−s at node nmultiplied

by the price effect at each node from a change in Qn, multiplied by the total demand

at each node during the peak period. The second term is identical, but for an increase

in withdrawal of s during the nadir.
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In the previous sections, peak and nadir times are summarized by {H,L}. Op-

eration of energy storage generally extends beyond a single hour. Storage is charged

(or discharged) over 1-4-hour periods. Storage operated to shave peak demand or

engage in energy arbitrage will discharge during a node’s peak period. Because nodal

prices are unique to each node and determined as solutions to a complex non-linear

optimization problem, the peak and nadir periods may occur at different times for

different nodes. Therefore, storage price effects may be measured over multiple hours

that differ from node to node. Battery operations are not observed, so total daily

benefits of a marginal unit of storage capacity are calculated as the sum of price

changes over all hours of the day:

Total Benefits = s×

(
24∑
t=1

dλλλt(QtQtQt)

dES
QtQtQt

)
. (A.4)
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B Appendix to Chapter 3

B.1 Household Heterogeneity Simulation

A search of the literature yielded no examples of a household-specific fixed effect

being implemented in a discrete choice RUM. Simulations were performed to observe

the convergence of the household-level fixed effects. Results show (1) convergence to

the true parameters up to scale when household-level fixed effects are included, and

(2) biased estimates when naively estimated using a traditional multinomial logit.

Data was simulated using the following parameters:

Table B.1: Parameters used in generating simulated data.
Variable Symbol Value

Households H 400
Choice occasions T 40

Choice occasions with fracking T frack 10
Number of products J 5

Number of observed characteristics K 5
Variance of logistic preference shock (εj) σε 1

Tapwater taste (δ0 ∼ N(µδ, σδ, ιδ)) parameters
Mean µδ 2

Variance σδ 3
Skew ιδ 2

Data was drawn from these parameters and 400 × 40 = 1, 600 choice occasions

were simulated. K−1 observable product characteristics remained constant through-

out the simulated dataset, but Kprice was drawn from a random uniform distribution

centered on a vector of mean prices based on the attributes (e.g. larger, luxury prod-
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ucts had a higher mean price) with a range of plus or minus $0.50. Price was not

correlated with any unobserved household or product characteristics.

Figure B.1 shows the ratio of the parameter estimates to the true parameters at

each update of δ. The red line is the first parameter estimate from the Maximum

Likelihood stage, and is the MLE estimate of the parameters without household-

specific tastes for tap water. Each progressively-darker gray line is an iteration of

the two stages, and the blue line is the final ratio of the parameter estimates to the

true parameters. Because discrete choice models only identify to scale, a constant

scaling is expected. A “perfect” estimate, then, results in a flat, horizontal line. As

expected, the coefficient on the interaction between product size and the presence of

fracking, βsizeFracking is biased towards zero before the first iteration of the two-step

process.

The ratio of the parameter of interest to the parameter on price is the estimated

willingness to pay. Fig B.2 shows the ratio of this estimated ratio (from β̂) to the

true ratio. The estimated ratio converges to a constant value near unity within 30

iterations.
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Figure B.1: Convergence in Simulated Data with Household-level Tap Water Taste
Heterogeneity. Parameters to be estimated are along X-axis. Ratio of estimated
parameter to true parameter in Table B.1. Red indicates the ratio of the initial
parameter estimates without Hh heterogeneity. Blue indicates final (converged) es-
timate ratios. Blacks are intermediate estimates. Because parameter estimates are
identified up to scale, a perfectly horizontal line indicates desired estimates.
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